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The Problem and its Solution
State Highway Departments and transportation agencies need to
keep abreast of operating practices and legal elements relating to the
disadvantaged business enterprise provisions of the Surface
Transportation Act of 1982 and the minority and female business
enterprise programs. This paper deals with the development and
implementation of these programs as well as the legal issues related to
highway and transportation departments' compliance wlth Federal
requirements for public contracts.
This paper deals with the history and development of the
minority and women business enterprise programs in public contracting and
reviews the treatment these programs have received in the courts
including an extensive discussion of the United States Supreme Court
regarding affirmative action. It concludes with a practical discussion
regarding the certification process in dealing with potential fronts and
appeals regarding certifications.
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This paper will be included in a future addendum to a text
entitled, "Selected Studies in Highway Law." Volumes 1 and 2, dealing
primarily with the law of eminent domain, were published by the
Transportation Research Board in 1976; and Volume 3, dealing with
contracts, torts, environmental and other areas of highway law, was
published in 1978. An addendum to "Selected Studies in Highway Law,"
consisting of five new papers and updates of eight existing papers, was
issued during 1979, a second addendum, consisting of two new papers and
15 supplements, was distributed early in 1981, and a third addendum
consisting of eight new papers, seven supplements and an expandable
binder for Volume 4 was distributed in 1983. The text now totals more
than 2,200 pages comprising 56 papers. Copies have been distributed to
NCHRP sponsors, other offices of state and federal governments, and
selected university and state law libraries. The officials receiving
copies in each state are; the Attorney General, the Highway Department
Chief Counsel, and the Right-of-Way Director. Beyond this initial
distribution, the text is available through the TRB publications office
at a cost of $90.00 per set.
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Minority and Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Requirements m
Public Contracting

By Orrin F. Finch'
Assistant Chief Counsel
California Department of Transportation
Sacramento, California
INTRODUCTION

The power of government to contract for public works and procurement
carries with it the power to introduce social and economic change. In
the Great Depression public works were u.n dertaken to increase employment and to establish ' prevailing wage for workers through contracts
for public works. The magnitude and effectiveness of this power has
increased in recent decades with the growth oi the federal procurement
and construction programs and the growth of federal-aid and grants to
state and local governments.
By the time of enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 Blacks and
other minorities had made rapid economic and social advancement against
discrimination and segregation. However, lack of imilar progress in the
construction and building trades was mo t apparent. Construction activity by its nature is highly visible and industry practice is to rehire
new work forces with each project. Minorities were hired in representative numbers for unskilled laboring classes but because of unionization
and hiring hall practices ad.mis ion into skilled classifications was bleak.
Unions were orO'anized to aiford maximum protection to their existing
membership, an"d as long as a contractor was obligated by collective
bargaining to use the hiring hall no violation of nondisc~ation contract provisions could be asserted against the contractor:
The remedy ' resulted from converting language of nondiscrimination' to affirmative action" and eventually expanding the concept to
include minority and women bu inesses as well as workers. This result
should not have been surprising. What was surprising is that it was all
accomplished without legislation. Whether the executive action had legislative authority is for the mo t part probably moot today but new
affirmative action plans (A.APs) 3 are being created by executives and
local entities withou congressional direction.
What remains are serious que tions regarding authority to create
AAPs and claims of reverse discrimination. Affirmative action and its
elements of goals, quotas set-asides and preferences by their nat ure are
designed to discriminate against non.minorities. The Supreme Court has
been both cautious and badly splintered in setting the boundaries between
acceptable A.APs in public construction contracts and unconstitutional
discrimination. Only by careful analysis of the many opinions from the
four Supreme Court cases discussed in this paper can one hope to
extrapolate what will or will not be constitutionally acceptable.

This paper will review the origins of the minority business enterprise
(MEE) program arising from the equal employment opportunity (EEO)
policy to its transformation into the current disadvantaged business
enterprise (DBE) program as developed by the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) from the Small Business Administratipn (SBA) DBE program. Most importantly, we will examine some
of the practical and legal issues confronting state transportation officials
as well as bidders, prime and subcontractors, federal administrators and
civil rights officials involved in implementing the various programs. This
will require an historical review of the origins of the regulatory implementation of AAPs and the legislative authority for those plans.
We must, of course, examine the few Supreme Court decisions ruling
on AAPs to discern what constitutional boundaries may or may not exist
for determining the validity of an AAP. Later we shall examine the
more numerous lower court decisions dealing more exclusively with AAP
in construction contracts. Lastly, we will review some of the more specific
legal issues concerned with certifications, awards, and appeals relating
to the current USDOT disadvantaged business enterprise (DBE) program mandated for federally assisted transportation projects.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11246 AND ITS PROGENY

Provisions for "nondiscrimination" in public contracts present few
constitutional issues. In fact, they reinforce the requirements of the fifth
and fourteenth amendments as well as congressional statutes designed
to effectuate those constitutional provisions. Presidents as well have
issued many executive orders mandating contract provisions for nondiscrimination in public contracts. But like the Ten Commandments their
promulgation was more noteworthy than their adherence.
Somewhere along the way nondiscrimination gave way to the affirmative action mandate. No longer would mere signatures or promises on
contract documents be sufficient. Affirmative proposals with monitored
achievement goals were the new order of public contracting. These AAPs
were designed to redress the lingering effects of past discrimination and
nece sarily gave rise to significant constitutional questions.4
The Equal Employment Opportunity Program

Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO), affirmative action, the MEE
and DBE programs all have a common origin in Executive Order 11246.
As early as 1941 President Roosevelt under the War Manpower Act
ordered that provisions of nondiscrimination be included in all federal
defense contracts. The rationale was that nondiscrimination would ensure
a large work force in the wartime effort. This order was continued in
effect by all succeeding presidents and led directly to Executive Order
11246 issued September 24, 1965 by President Johnson. This order expanded the 1941 edict to apply to all federally assisted construction
contracts and mandated that contractors and subcontractors take affirm-
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ative actri.~n to ensure that no applicant £01· employment was dfacriminated agamst by reason of race, color religion ex or national origin.
The Department of Labor was made responsible for the administration
of the EEO.program and was_ authorized by th,~ President to adop rules
and regulations necessary to m1plement the terms of the order. This new
obligation of affumative action wa obviously something more than a
prohibition against d.iscrimina.tion . It ealled for the e tablishment of
goals and the monitoring of achievement.
This ~e:velope~ into ~e establishment of everal A..A.P s by various
eommuruties which received ap· roval of the Department of Labor. These
became known as ' hometown plans, 5 named individually after the eity
of origin such as the " Philadelphia Plan.'
Each bidder on a federally assisted Mntraet was required to ubmit
an affir_mativ_e a~on plan with a schedule of goals to be achieved in
employmg mmonty workers for several trades involved in the construction. Eac~ AAP had to receiv.e Department of Labor approval before
the low bidder could be awarded the contra<:t. However a convenient
'.11ternative developed whereby the bidder o_ the specifications could
mcorporate any of the several ' hometown 1>lans" approved by the
Department of Labor for the community involved.
H?metown plans ,vere frequently referred t as b.-i-pa1· ite plans involvmg the contr3:ctors, t he unions, and the :ninority community. The
concept was that if the three 1:roups could come toge her to work co1)peratively to eliminate d.iserimination, the pro· lem would eventually be.
~?lved. The Department of ~l>0r therefore o ly established goals and
11metables for ~o~e geog!aphic areas withou hometown plans . A contractor who pa1-tic1pated m an approved hometvwn plan did not need to
meet the specific goals as long as he accepted refe.rrals from the hometown
plan committee.
The effectivenes.s of the affirmative action incorporated into the EEO
:ogra~ dep~nded 01:1 the abilit~ to change the exclusionary practices of
e various ~1:ade.unions regarding membership, i·eferrals, recruitment
and app.renticesrups. The success of the hometown plans therefore de~
p~nded m l~rge part on the ability of the community leaders to work
with the u.m~n and the local contractors assoc· tions t-:1obtain mutual
concurrence ma plan acc.eptl:-ble to the Department of Labor.
E?forcem_ent was. and remarns largely dependent on payroll audits and
aucli of vano reports file~ by contractors and unions regarding ethnic
employment and membership. But the commitment to meet the goals is
not absolute. Thus_ a contractor is given an opportunity to demonstrate
tha every good faith effort was made to achieve the goal even if he fails
to do so.
One of the. ~ t legal challenges to the program to reach an a ellate
court for review mvolved the ' Philadelphia Plan I in Contractor~~ss,
0
1, Eastern Pa. v. Secretary o.f Labor. 6 For he first time the au.tho:ci~
of the federal executive to impose an affirmative action P"°OVl'
•
th tat
d. · f
.,-am upon
e. s. es a a con 1tion or federal funds wa~ reviewed in a reported
de~1 ion. The cb.all~nge. was that the Phildelphia Plan was social legislation of local application en.acted by the federal executive withou the
A

benefit of congressional or constitutional authority. On the surface this
certainly appeared to be a correct statement on the issue presented.
Moreover, the contractors' association noted that the plan would impose
upon the successful bidder on a state project record keeping and hiring
practices which would violate Pennsylvania's Human Relations Act.
The court disposed of the latter issue on a "take it or leave it" rationale
in citing the federal government's unrestricted power to fix terms and
conditions upon which it will deal with others. This included state recipients of federal-aid. But the case authority relied on was based on
conditions imposed by Congress, not the Executive. Thus, the final decision of the court rested upon the power of the President to impose fair
employment conditions incident to the power to contract.
In searching for Supreme Court guidance the opinion relied heavily
upon Justice Jackson's opinion in Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v.
Sawyer. 7 This case passed on President Truman's authority to seize the
steel mills by Executive Order. The Supreme Court ruled (6-3) that the
seizure order was not within the constitutional power of the President.
But no two justices could agree upon a single majority opinion. As will
be seen later, this was to become characteristic of the Supreme Cou:rt in
dealing with subsequent discrimination and affirmative action decisions.
In the Philadelphia hometown plan the appellate court found guidance
in J ustiee Jackson's opinion for supporting the authority of Executive
Order 11246. Justice Jackson pragmatically divided presidential authority into three arbitra ry categor ie that can best be labeled ' good,"
' maybe,' and 'bad. ' The first category would include presidential acts
re ponding to an express or implied authorization of Congress. 'l'he t hird
category would include measures inconsistent or incompatible with the
expressed or implied will of Congress. The in-between or "twilight zone"
represents actions taken in the absence of either congressional grant or
denial of authority, express or implied.
The importance of the Jackson opinion to the circuit court was that
the resolution of this "zone of twilight" took into account three interrelated features: (1) the possibility of concurrent authority; (2) Con€:ressional acquiescence in conferring executive authority; and (3) that the
test of authority may depend more on the imperatives of events and
contemporary imponderables than on theories of law.
Armed with the Jackson propositions the Third Circuit traced the
development of the Executive Order 11246 from the original 1941 Executive Order requiring nondiscrimination covenants in all defense contracts.
From this historical analysis the court concluded that the execu.tive
action was a valid exercise of contract authority within Justice Jackson's
"twilight zone." This conclusion was fortified by acquiescence of Congress, since it had for many years continued to appropriate funds for
both federal and federal-aid projects with knowledge of the preexisting
executive orders.
Plaintiffs did set forth strong arguments that Executive Order lll246
was in d.irect conflict with provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Section '703(j) of Title VII provided that the statute not be " ... inter-
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preted to require any employer ... [or] labor organization . . . to grant
preferential treatment to any individual or to any group because of the
race ... of such individual OJ- groups . . ." because of a racial imbalance
compared -with the available work force in the community.
!rectifying such imbalances was precisely what the Philadelphia Plan
was directed to achieve. Moreover, Congress also expressly provided that
it would not be an unlawful employment practice under the Civil Rights
Act for an employer to use di:fferent standards of compensation and other
privileges based on seniority or merit. However, it declared the failure
or refusal to hire an individual because of race to be an unlawful practice.
The eom·t did not read these provisions of the Civil Rights Act as an
in.tention of Congress to have them apply beyond the application of the
Civil Rights Act itself. Congress would have to act more directly if it
intended to foreclose remedial action aftbrded by the well-established
Executive Order program dating back to 1941. This rationale was later
adopted by a majority of the Supreme Court in United Steel Workers
of America v. Weber,-s discussed infra.
The court saved for last the critical question whether the specific goals
specified in the plan were racial quotas which would be in violation of
the equal protection provisions implied from the fifth amendment. This
was disposed of in one sentence that totally summarized the decision.
... The Philadelphia Plan is valid Executive action designed to remedy
· the perceived evil that minority tradesme.n have not been irulluded in the
labor pool available for the performance of construction projects in which
the federal government has a cost and performance interest....0

We will see that this decision set the pattern in many ways for the
development of va1-ious plans and programs under executive authority
to correct racial imbalances in employment and in business enterp:rises.10
Advent of the Minority Business Enterprise Program

'.rhe EEO program was designed to promote affirmative action in the
employment of construction workers. Affirmative action fo1· minority
and women owned businesses in construction developed more slowly than
EEO but had more dramatic impact on the industry and state and local
governments.11
Section 8(a) of the Small Business Act of 1953 12 authorized the Federal
Small Business Administration (SBA) to contract directly with small
businesses on behalf of various federal procurement agencies. Through
its regulatory authority the SBA developed a set-aside program for
socially or economical1y disadvantaged small businesses. Minorities were
presumed to be socially or economically disadvantaged. The absence of
congressional authority for this preferential program was challenged in
a number of equal protection cases, but these challenges were largely
unsuccessful for lack of standing 1:>ased on the plainti:ffu' inability to
show that they would otherwise qualify for certification and participation
under the Small Business Act. L3
However, in 1978 Congress supplied any lacking legislative authority.
Eligibility for 8(a) status was changed by Congres to require both social

and economic disadvantage. Socially disadvantaged persons were defined

as those " ... who have been subjected to racial or ethnic prejudice or
cultural bias because of their identity as a member of a group ... "
including but not limited to Black Americans, Hispanic Americans Native Americans, Asian Pacific Americans, and other minorities. Economic
disadvantage must also be proved. It is defined in the statute as impaired
ability to compete ... due to diminished capital and c1·edit opportunities.' This involves an exa.mination of the individual s total net worth.
While the individual must qualify socially and economically, it is the
business entity, whether sole proprietorship partnership or corporation
that receives the certification. But to qualify for certification, the business entity must also be at lea t 51 percent owned and controlled by
socially and economically disadvantaged individuals and qualify as a
small business. As will be seen later USDOT Jater adopted thee
legislative definitions in developing it own DBE program.
The constitutionality of the SBA 8(a) program ha not been reviewed
by the Supreme Com·t. However, the closely decided decision in Fullilove
v. Klutznick/~ to be discussed in deta,i l later, would sugge tba the
SBA program would pass constitutional muster as that court is currently
eoustituted. 1" The same cannot be assured for the MBE program developed by USDOT for its federal-aid highway construction contracts.
Initially, USDOT promulgated regulations in 1975 requiring each
state highway and transportation agency (recipient) to take affirmative
action to increase the participation of minority :firms in construction
activities. The only specific mandate was a requirement tha bidders
intending to subcontract certify in their proposals that they have affinnati-vely sought and contacted minority subcontractors. As with previous
certification requirements for nondiscrimination dramatic changes in
subcontracting habits were not observed.
The dramatic change came on March 31 1980. On that date the Carter
administration issued a comprehensive and complex MBE / WBE program for all recipients of federal transportation funds administered by
USDOT. In addition to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
this program included also the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
the Urban Mass Transit Administration (UMTA), and the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA). The program was not initiated in re ponse
to any congressional direction but was founded and justified upon Executive Order 11246 and several transportation statutes containing general provisions dil'ecting federal agencies to prevent discrimination.
The :MBE / WBE program was unique in seve1·al major respects. First
of all each recipient highway or b'ansportation agency was directed to
prepare 'overall" annual goals for federal approval and to establish
pecific goals for minorities and women busine se for each construction
contract $econdly, traditional award to the lowest responsible bidder
was significantly modified. Award was now to involve a two-step bidding
process. First bids are opened to determine prices and then those bidders
desiring to remain in competition are to submit their MBE / WBE participation by a st.ated date and time . .Award then is t-0 be made to the
lowest responsible and responsive bidder with a "reasonable price" meet-
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ing the specified MBE/WBE goals. If none, award was then to go to
the bidder with the highest MBE/WBE participation and a "reasonable
price." A "reasonable price" is the highest price at which the agency
would award the contract if there were a single bidder. A corollary rule
was added that if any bidder with a reasonable price was able to achieve
the specified contract goal, then it was conclusively presumed that all
other bidders not meeting the goals did not use good faith efforts and
would be ineligible for award.
The regulation also permitted "set-asides" where authorized by state
law and found necessary for the state to meet its annual goal. A further
condition for use of set-asides provided that there must be at least three
capable MBEs identified as available to bid on the contract. This devise
has been employed by some states but mainly to achiew, WBE goals.
The reaction of most states to this program was far from enthusiastic.
Numerous lawsuits were filed all across the country challenging the
regulations. The first to be decided was Central Alabama Paving, Inc.
v. James, 16 a published opinion of the federal district court in Alabama.
Relying upon its analysis of the five separate opinions filed in the Supreme Court case of Fullilove ·v. Klutznick the judge concluded that
USDOT was acting beyond the bounds of congressional authority in
promulgating the MBE/WBE regulations. Also, as found by the Supreme Court in Regents of the University of California v. Bakke,17 the
district court concluded that USDOT had not determined prior to issuing
the regulations whether prior discrimination had occurred against the
minority groups and women favored by the program.
Good Faith Efforts and the DBE Program

The impact of the Carter regulations and the results of the Central
Alabama Paving case were largely blunted by two subsequent events,
one administrative and the other congressional. First, the Reagan administration arrived on the scene and promptly issued "interim" regulations eliminating the two-step bidding process and the conclusive
presumption and replaced it with a good faith effort standard for contract
award. This now permitted the states to award to the low bidder even
if the MBE or WBE goal was not met, provided the bidder could demonstrate that it made good faith efforts to secure minority or women
subcontractors but was unable to achieve the goal.
Secondly, Congress passed the Surface Transportation Assistance Act
(STAA) of 1982 before the Reagan administration was able to issue its
comprehensive review and revision of the Carter regulations as indicated
in the interim regulation. A last minute amendment to the STAA included
a one-sentence provision in Section 105(f):
Except to extent the Secretary [of Transportation] determines otherwise,
not less than ten percentum of the amounts authorized to be appropriated
under this act shall be expended with small business concerns owned and
controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals as defined by section S(d) of the SIQall Business .Act [15 U.S.C.637(d)] and
relevant subcontracting regulations promulgated pursuant thereto.18

As a practical consequence of these events FHWA abandoned its appeal
of the Central Alabama Paving case, and all other pending actions
challenging the Carter regulations were also either dropped or mooted.19
Interestingly, the WBE program remains unchallenged even though it
would appear to suffer from the same deficiencies expressed by the court
in the Central Alabama Paving case, i.e., lack of congressional authority
and failure of necessary fi.ndings.20
This new disadvantaged business enterprise program was obviously
patterned by Congress after the Public Employment Works Aet
(PEWA) which the Fullilove case held constitutional. With this bare
bones directive from Congress it was up to USDOT to provide the neeessary working substance. Its final regulations were issued July 21,
1983. 21 Outside of a change of acronym from MBE to DBE there was
little impact on the existing program for those states already achieving
or exceeding a ten percentage recipient goal. Many states, however, found
two and three percentage goals workable and tolerable under the prior
program but felt the impact of the new higher standard. Administrative
waivers are available, but FHWA appears determined to hold a firm
line on all such waiver requests. 22
The new regulations followed the lead of the SBA regulations and
provided a rebuttable presumption that the members of designated
minority groups (Blacks, Hispanics, etc.) are socially and economically
disadvantaged. A wealthy Black business owner might be considered
ineligible because he was not economically disadvantaged. Theoret~cally
at least a nonminority could be certified as socially and economically
disadvantaged, as with Appalachians. As a practical matter the DBE
program has been restricted to those identified with a minority group
and those with SBA Section 8(a) certifications. The regulations mandate
that the state recipients honor all SBA Section 8(a) certifications. Most
nonminority applicants, such as the handicapped, women, Appalachians,
Jews, Portuguese, etc., who are not members of a designated ~inor~ty
group, will probably be referred by the states to the SBA for certification
under its 8( a) program.
The good faith or "best efforts" interim regulations of the Reagan
administration did not however escape challenge by industry. M C. West,
Inc. v. Lewis 23 was filed challenging the Carter conclusive presumption
regulations. After the Reagan administration promulgated the interim
good faith regulations the parties by stipulation permitted the court to
decide the case based on the amended regulations. In the action industry
representatives sought to restrain state and federal officials from enforcing the goals of 2X percent for MBEs and 1 percent for WBEs. The
contractors contended that the regulations were unconstitutional as a
denial of equal protection, were adopted without authority, and were in
violation of the antidiscrimination provisions of the Civil Rights Act of
1964.24
The district court judge in a published opinion refused to follow the
conclusion of Central Alabama Paving that only the Congress has
authority to adopt valid race-conscious preferences. ~his court did ~ot
interpret Fullilove to preclude a court or the executive from adoptmg
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measures regarding affirma.tive action provided they are not incompatible
with the expressed or implied will 0£ Congress. Ho,vever the judge
conceded that an administrative agency cannot act on its own without
e>..l)ress congres ional authority or noncon:flicting executive authority.
The opinion acknowledges that the 'chain of authority is not pristine'
and that it was not totally satisfied with the authority recited in the
regulation itself. The court observed that the Secretary s reliance on the
Airport and Airway Developmen.t Act The R.aili·oad Revitalization Act
etc. as authority for promulgating the regulations had nothing to do
with highway funding. Likewise the court had difficulty interpreting the
nondiscrimination language of the Civil Rights Act into compulsory raceconscious affirmative action. Nevertheless the court was satisfied that a
direct line of authority for the regulations could be traced from the SBA
and the various presidential executive orders.
However, the judge did struggle with the new good faith efforts concept. Neither the sta e nor the federal defendant could agree which had
·the final authority to decide if a particular low bidder had met the
standard. Nevertheless, the court seemed atisfied that the Secretary of
Transportation had detailed sufficient guidance in an .appendh: to the
regulation as to the various types of efforts to be reviewed by the tates
in assessing a bidders good faith achievement.
Before delving into the legal and practical is ues encountered in the
administration of the DBE program one needs o examine more closely
the constitutional authority justifying these programs as passed on by
the Supreme Court.
SPLIT SPLINTERED AND STRUGGLING SUPREME COURT

The Supreme Cour volumes are filled with historical opinions attempting to define that elusive and fine constitutional line between tolerable 'benign' discrimination and repugnant ·racism.25 Since the
landmark case of Brown v. The Board of Education 26 and the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 27 the Supreme Court has faced the task of applying
those old constitutional principles to a new concept: the affirmative action
plan (AAP).
To date that court has chosen to review only four affirmative action
cases: Bakke, Weber, Fullilove, and Stotts, which we will e..,amine in
some detail. Bakke struck down an .AAP incorporated into an admissions
policy for university medical students. Weber approved a volunta1·y
private .AAP to provide training for unskilled plant workers. Fullilove
upheld the constitutionality of an MBE program established by Congress
for public construction for economically depressed communities, and
Stotts re tricted the application of a judicially mandated AAP favoring
minority firemen regarding layoffs in favor of seniority. The Court not
only ha pa~sed up other opportunitie to rule on significant .A APs but
has dismissed at least two other cases following argument.!lS Considering
the fundamental nature 0£ the issue, the numerous applications of AAPs
in cons ruction and emplovment, and the magnitude of their impact, it
is surprising that our bighes court ha not been able to provide prompt
guidance. The Court has been sharply divided on each case with rarely

more than two justices agreeing upon a single opinion. The result is that
each case has been largely restricted to its own facts, which has permitted
the lower courts to go their own direction selecting whichever opinion
fits their conclusion best.
The Bakke Case

The Supreme Court's fu-st attempt to deal with reveISe discrimination
arising from an A.AP was, of course the well-recognized case of The
Regents of the University of California v. Bakke.29 No attempt will be
made here to add to the existing wealth of articles that already disect
and analyze each of the several opinions published in this ca e and in
the other three Supreme Court cases herein reviewed.30 For our purposes
it is signincant that a majority of the Justices concluded that the special
admis ions program at the Davis Campus of the Univel'Sity resulted in
reverse discrimination. The inability of a majority to decide whether it
was a statutory or constitutional violation is unimportant for our
analy is.31
The Davis medical school was a relatively new school when Bakke first
applied for and was denied admission. Davis had previou ly developed
and adopted a special admissions program for "economically and/ or
educationally disadvantaged" applicants. The affirmative action program
set aside 16 out of 100 admission slots for the special admissions program.
Any applicant with less than a 2.5 grade average was automatically
rejected except fo.r special admissions applicants. Bakke applied for
admission twice and in both years admissions were granted to others
under the special admissions program with grade point averages, test
scores, and interview ratings significantly lower than his. The University
conceded that he would have been admitted except for the special admissions program.
For our purpose in analyzing an AAP the case is significant in holding
that the "strict scrutiny" test applied to protect minorities against discrimination would apply equally to protect any and all members of society
including nonminorities from discrimintion. Although the Supreme
Court affirmed the California Supreme Court's judgment invalidating
the admissions program it also reversed the judgment in so far as it
precluded the University from taking race into account in its admissions
decisions. 32
What then was wrong with the University's affirmative action policy~
A number of specific factors are apparent which in the aggregate, or
even possibly singularly, determined its fate. First of all, the program
has every indication that it was designed and applied as a set-aside or
quota for minorities. Nonminorities could not compete for the 16 designated admission slots. More than that, it was a floor without a ceiling
for minorities because they could also compete equally with nonminorities
for regular admission. Secondly, the set-aside was based solely on race,
even though it was characterized as a "disadvantaged" program. Thirdly,
there was no evidence of past discrimination by either Bakke or the
medical school because it was a relatively new institution. Admittedly
minorities were underrepresented in the medical field but this could not
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be attributed to either Bakke or to the University. Lastly, and perhaps
most importantly. the University lacked authority-legislative, judicial
or executive- to adopt an A.AP based on race which discrimmated
against nonminorities. Also lacking were the requisite findings to justify
the imposition of such a program. This requires competent nndings of
past discrimmation, the need for an affirmative action program, and the
adoption of a plan that employs the least intrusive means to rectify the
results of past discrimination with the least harm to others who were
not responsible for the results of the past.
The Kaiser Steel Workers and the Weber Case

One year later almost to the day, the Supreme Court handed down
its second A.AP ease entitled United Steelworkers ofAmerica v. Weber. 113
Contrasted with Bakke this case is viewed as vindication of a private
rather than a public AAP. This also \Vas a closely decided case holding
that a privately bargained for AAP between Kaiser Steel and its labor
union setting aside 50 percent of its craft training positions for Black
employees did not violate the antidiscrimmation provisions of the Civil
Rights Act of 1965.
Justice Brennan with three colleagues delivered the opinion of the
Court.Justice Blackmun concurred but acknowledged certain misgivings
as expre sed by Justice Rehnquist in his dissent. The Chief Justice also
dissented and Justices Powell and Stevens who were with the majority
in Bakke did not participate. Thus a very close and t enuous majority
of 5 voted for the judgment with 2 dissents and 2 abstentions.
Blackmun's misgivings were that the majority opinion was founded
on an admission of past discriminatory practices by Kaiser against its
Black workers. The potential for damages and it chilling effect on the
ability to secure other private .AAP of a voluntary nature concerned
him. To avoid this he developed an "arguable violation" concept of Title
VII as ufficient justification to avoid finding· and admissions of past
discrimmation. At the same time he was troubled by the trong legislative
history of Title VII se forth in Rehnquist's dissent. However he concluded that ... additional considerations practical and equitable, only
partially perceived, if perceived at all by the 88th Congress, support
the [majority] conc1usion reached by the Court .... " 34
The Kaiser plan provided that selection of trainees was to be based
on seniority with a provision that at least 50 percent of the selectees
were to be Blacks until the percentage of Black killed workers approximated the percentage of Blacks in the local labor force . This plan wa
challenged by a White worker denied admission who had greater seniority
over the mo t senior Black selected. In general the AAP resulted in
junior Black employees receiving preference to more senior white workers. The circuit court in a divided ruling had held that the employment
preference based on race violated the prohibition of Title VII.
In reversing the judgment the u,preme Cour majority emphasized
a the outset the narrowness of its opinion: The Kaiser plan does not
involve state ac ion and therefor doe not pre ent an Equal Protection
Clause issue under the fourteenth amendment:

The only question before us is the nanow statutory issue of whether Title
VII forbids private employers and unions from voluntarily agreeing upon
bon £.de affirmative action plans that accord racial preferences i.n the
mann.e r and for the purpose provided in the Kaiser-USWA plan.35

It was argued that Congress intended to prohibit all race-conscious
~

. The major~ty ac~owledged the force of the argument but relied
heavily _u pon an mtention of Congress to facilitate the integration of
Blacks mto the mainstream of .American society and th.at the result
sought by the Respondents would be at variance ·with that purpose of
the statute. Section 703(j) was added to Title VII by Congress to gain
passage of the measure by asslll'ID;g its opponents in Oongress that the
Act would not be u ed to correct racial imbalances:
Nothing contained in [Title VII] shall be interpreted t-0 require any employer ... to grant preferential treatment to nny i.Jldividual or to any
~oup bee.a.use of race . . . of such individual or group on account of any
unbalance which may exist [i.n the employer's work force).36

The1·e is little doubt that this amendment was intended to pronde
~suranc_e that the Act would not be interpreted to require employers
with racially unbalanced work force to grant preferential treatment to
minorities. The court, however relies heavily upon the voluntary nature
of the program and the u e of the term 'require'' rather than "permit"
in the above quoted provision. Thus, the Court reasoned, Congress did
not choose to forbid all voluntary race-conscious AAP .
Justice Rehnquist in what must be described as a blistering dissent
tho!oughly analyzed the legislative debates and history of the Act and
seriously challenged the majority's a sumption that this was a voluntarily nego~ted AAP_. He ~oncluded that '[b]y going not merely beyond, but directly agamst Title VII's language and legislative history,
the Oour has sown the wind. Later courts will face the impossible task
of reaping the whirlwind. ,:n
~y all outward appearance the 'set-aside ' or "quota' features of
this case seem more flagrant th.an in Bakke. Yet there are many factual
features of this case tha differentiate it significantly from Bakke and
perhaps are significant in themselves in deciding whether a !'.riven AAP

is valid or not.
b
Foremo~t ~ - the . emphasis of ~e majority that this was a pri,ate
program limiting the scope of reV1ew to tatutory violations. Had this
1mr0Jved "state action a constitutional review would have been neee sary. Next in imJ?ort.ance, distinguishing this from Bakke is the presumed
volun~:Y adoption of the ~lan as a result of an employer-union collective
bar_g~mmg agre~.ment. Thirdly, the plan applied totally to "in house'
!,r~g to p_rovide up,~ard mobility to higher skilled jobs a opposed to
1.ID~l recrmtment as m l!akke. Fourthly, the training program was
speciftcall;y <:reat;~ to P;,Ovide 1:1:pward mobility on a seniority basis and
no pre-eXIStmg rights were mvolved. Lastly, the plan wa viewed as
temporary, not intended to maintain a particular racial balance but
simply to el.imiuate a manife t racial imbalance.88
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Fullilove v. Klutznick: Congressional AAP

Another year passed and on July 2, 1980 the Supreme Court announced
its decision in the Fullilove case.39 This involved an AAP created by
Congress rather than by executive order or administrative action. This
case later served as the basis for adding Section 105(f) of the Surface
Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 establishing the DBE program
for federal-aid highway appropriations.
In May 1977 Congress enacted the Public Works Employment Act
(PWEA) appropriating $4 billion for federal grants to state and local
governments for local public works projects. The main objective of the
Act was to alleviate widespread unemployment. It included an MBE
provision requiring that" ... no grant shall be made under this Act for
any local public works project unless the applicant gives satifactory
assurance ... that at least 10 percentum of the amount of each grant
shall be expended for minority business enterprises" with provision for
administrative waiver by the Secretary of Commerce.40 Regulations issued by the Secretary required competitive bidding and award by local
entities to prime contractors responsive to the MBE requirements.
Waiver of the 10 percent MBE goal could be obtained by demonstrating
that MBE subcontractors were not available at a reasonable price. Otherwise, it was expected that the award would go to another bidder.
The judgment of the Supreme Court was that the objectives of the
MBE provisions of the Act were within the proper exercise of the powers
of Congress and passed constitutional muster. However, a total of 5
separate opinions were filed resulting in a 3-3-3 split. The Chief Justice
wrote the opinion of the Court joined by Justices White and Powell
(none of whom agreed with one another in the Bakke decision); Justice
1'.'.larshall filed an opinion joined by two other justices concurring in the
judgment but not in t he Com·t's opinion; and Justices Stewart, Rehnquist, and Stevens dissented.41
The Court's opinion concluded that the MBE provision fell within the
broad constitutional authority and objectives of Congress and that the
means selected with the use of racial and ethnic criteria as fashioned in
the legislation and implemented by the regulations did not violate constitutional guarantees of nonminorities.
The single most controlling feature in this case was that the AAP was
the direct result of congressional action:

congressional conclusion that minorities had been denied effective participation in public contracts.
Thirdly, the Court was obviously influenced by the "nonmandatory"
nature of the AAP which has reference to the waiver provisions implemented by the regulations. With this feature the .A.AP was able to avoid
the "quota" stigma and probable disqualification.

Here we pass, not on a choice made by a single judge or a school board
but on a considered decision of the Congress and the President.
A program that employs racial or ethnic criteria, even in a remedial
context, calls for close examination; yet we are bound to approach our
task with appropriate deference to the Congress, a co-equal branch charged
by the constitution with the power to 'provide for the ... general Welfare
.. .' and 'to enforce by appropriate legislation' the equal protection guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment.42

Fourthly, the Court was impressed by the competitive bidding features
mandated by the implementing regulations. This was viewed as generating incentives to prime contractors to meet their MBE obligations to
qualify as responsive bidders and to seek out the most competitive, qualified, and bona fide minority subcontractors.
Finally, the Court also emphasized the features previously noted as
to other AAPs regarding its narrowed focus, short duration, and minimal
impact on nonminorities innocent of past discriminatory practices.
Justice Powell filed a concurring opinion to emphasize his "most stringent level of review" standard and to differentiate the results in Fullilove
from Bakke in applying that standard. In Bakke, no authority existed
to impose a race-conscious remedy nor were findings made. "Unlike the
Regents of the University of California, Congress properly may-and
indeed must-address directly the problem of discrimination in our
society." 43
Justice Powell was impressed by two features that caused him to
conclude that Congress' selection of the race-conscious remedy would
pass his strict scrutiny test: The first was the emergency nature of the
Act to distribute quickly funds to alleviate unemployment and prevent
perpetuation of past experiences of discrimination where minorities did
not share in the appropriation of such funds except to a very minor
extent. This measure was designed to permit their admission into the
construction trades and contracting business. Secondly, Powell concluded
that a race-conscious remedy should not be approved without considering
the impact of the set-aside on innocent third parties. Here he was impressed by calculations indicating that the 10 percent ($400 million) setaside for minorities only represented 0.25 percent of all construction
work in the United States for the benefit of 4 percent of the nation's
minority contractors. This leaves 99.75 percent of construction funds
for the remaining 96 percent of the contractors.
Justices Marshall, Brennan, and Blackmun who voted to uphold the
Bakke AAP filed a concurring opinion concluding that the 10 percent
minority set-side was "plainly constitutional."
The three dissenters asserted that any official action by government
that provides differential treatment based on race is presumptively invalid, and that even assuming congressional authority to remedy current
effects of past discrimination it must first establish that in the past it
has engaged in racial discrimination in its disbursement of federal contract funds.

Secondly, the absence of findings or establishment of a specific record,
absent also in Bakke, was not required of Congress. The Court's review
of the legislative history of the PEWA was sufficient to support a

The importance of this case cannot be overemphasized. It did not
provide the final answers but paved the way for Congres to fashion the
DBE plan for the federal-aid high,vay program. It also led to the vol-
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u~t~ry d~smissal of most of the pending lawsuits challenging the adm1mstratively created MBE program which will be discussed later.44
The Firefighters Local Union v. Stotts

The fourth, and to date the latest, Supreme Court review of an AAP
pertinent to our inquiry is Firefighters Local Union ·v. Stotts 45 issued
June 12, 1984. The three previous decisions involved administrative,
private, and congressional actions creating the AAP. Stotts involved a
judicially tailored plan created by a consent decree with continuing court
jurisdiction.
In settlement of a civil rights class action the City of Memphis and
its fire department entered into the consent decree approved by the
federal district court regarding the City's hiring and promotional practices regarding Blacks. The decree included provisions to promote certain
individuals and provided a goal regarding future promotions to ensure
that 20 percent of future promotions in each job classification would be
given to Blacks. There was no provision regarding layoffs or reductions
in rank. 46
In the year following issuance of the decree the City announced layoffs
to avoid budget deficits. The layoffs and demotions were to be based on
seniority, thus resulting in "last hired, first fired." It was estimated that
40 of the least senior employees would be laid off of which 25 were White
and 15 Black
The district court responded to a petition by enjoining the City from
laying off or reducing the rank of any Black employee. The court acknowledged that the consent deeree was silent on the subject of layoffs
and that the City was acting in response to its established seniority
system which was not adopted with an intent to discriminate. Nevertheless he concluded that the proposed layoffs would have a racially
discriminatory effect. As a result, certain nonminorities with greater
seniority than minority employees would be laid off or demoted. The
Sixth Circuit on appeal held that the City's seniority system was "bona
fide" but affirmed relying alternatively upon the inherent authority of
the district court to modify the decree for new and unforeseen circumstances.
Justice White writing for the Supreme Court was joined by the Chief
Justice and Justices Powell, Rehnquist and O'Connor. Justice Stevens
concurred in the judgment.
The judgment of the Court was that the district court had exceeded
its powers in requiring that White employees be laid off when an otherwise
applicable seniority system would have called for laying off Black employees with lesser seniority. Section 703(h) of Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act provides that it is not an unlawful employment practice to
apply different standards of compensation or different conditions or
privileges of employment pursuant to a bona ii.de seniority system provided that such differences are not the result of an intention to discriminate because of race. Based on this language the Supreme Court
concluded that if individual members can demonstrate that they have
been actual victims of discriminatory practice they would be entitled to
competitive seniority and " ... given their rightful place on the seniority
roster." 47

Justice Stevens could not join with the majority because he did not
believe that the case was governed by Title VII. However in his mind
sufficient justification for modification of the decree based on changed
circumstances was lacking.
Besides the statutory provision permitting bona fide seniority systems,
the important factors present here are that there was no intent to discriminate; that the seniority system was bona fide and in place at the
time of issuance of the consent decree; that the union representing the
fire fighters was not a party to the original class action but through
intervention sought here to preserve the seniority system; that there was
no evidence that the layoffs of Blacks were the result of a discriminatory
practice; and, perhaps most significant, that the laid off White employees
with greater seniority were themselves the subject of judicially created
discrimination based on race without a remedy, whereas the Black firemen could gain competitive seniority status based on proof of individual
acts of discrimination.
It would appear from the Stotts decision that the Supreme Court is
not going to afford judicially sanctioned AAPs the same latitude it was
willing to afford congressional and private plans.
The Supreme Court Score Card

In these four cases the Supreme Court twice upheld the AAP ( Webber
and Fullilove) and twice struck them down ( Bakke and Stotts). In all
four cases Justices Blackmun, Brennan, and Marshall would have upheld
the plan . With almo t the same consistency Justices Rehnquist Stevens,
and Stewart (replaced by Justice O'Connor in the Stotts case) voted to
disqualify all the plans. The three remaining Justices, Powell, Burger,
and White, voting as a block, have provided the swing votes determining
the judgment of the Court. The only exceptions were Powell s nonparticipation in Weber, White's vote opposing the Bakke judgment, and
Burgers dissent in Weber. Justice Powell is the only one to have
consistently voted with the majority except for his nonparticipatio in
Weber.
The score card itself looks something like this:
JUSTICE
BLACKMUN
BRENN.AN
MARSHALL
REHNQUIST
STEVENS
STEWART
POWELL
BURGER
WHITE
JUDGMENT

BAKKE

WEBER

FULLILOVE

STOTTS

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

_.

0

+
0

+

+
+

+ Vote to uphold the affirmative action plan.
- Vote against the affirmative action plan.
0 Did not participate.
• O'Connor replaced Stewert.

+
+
+
+
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. Fro~ this c~rt it is most apparent that the Court is plit in t hree
directions cau m g ultimate decisions to rest on close issues. In turn
these close issues can be imiuenced by individual facts, featu.res, and
concerns such as those mentioned in relation to the discussion of each
of the four cases. Further guidance and direction are needed and with
five of the justices over 75 year of age the ultimate result may be decided
by an entirely diirerent Court.
Missed Opportunities

Fullilove narrowly upheld an MEE program specified by Congress.
Before and since that case the Supreme Court has sidestepped opportunities to decide whether other branches of government, federal, state
and local may voluntarily adopt similar programs without congressional
authorization.48 The most recent opportunity was its denial of certiorari
in South Florida Chapter of the Associated General Contractors of
America, Inc. v. Metropolitan Dade County. 49
This case involved the constitutionality of a county ordinance granting
preferential treatment in its contract bidding process by permitting "setasides" for bidding limited to Black contractors in addition to provisions
for Black subcontracting goals. The federal district court ruled the setaside provision unconstitutional based on the Equal Protection Clause
of the fourteenth amendment, but upheld the subcontracting goal provisions. The Eleventh Circuit held both provisions valid.
..A~ a result of racial disturbances in the community, the county comm1ss10n had adopted a resolution recognizing that past discrimination
had "to some degree" impaired the competitive position of Black-owned
businesses, and it adopted a general policy of intent to develop a program
to alleviate the current problem. On July 20, 1982, the commission
adopted the ordinance in question, establishing the .A.AP with the setasides and MEE goals. The very next day the county opened bid proposals
on a $6 million subway station project situated in the predominately
Black neighborhood. Peter Kiewit Sons' Company, a nonminority contractor, was the lowest bidder. The next lowest bidder was a Black prime
contractor . .All bids were rejected ostensibly because all bids exceeded
the engineer's estimate. It was then recommended to the commission that
the station contract be reviewed for inclusion in the set-aside program
authorized by the newly enacted ordinance.
The station project was readvertised with bidding restricted to only
Black contractors . .An MEE subcontracting goal of 50 percent was also
included.
Both the district court and the circuit court of appeals concluded that
the county commission could lawfully waive competitive bidding requirements under provisions of its Charter when acting in the best interests
of the county. The diversity between the two opinions rests with their
differing interpretations of Fullilove. The district court relied heavily
on Chief Justice Burger's and Justice Powell's emphasis on a statute
passed by Congress and Justice Powell's reiteration of his Bakke views
requiring a strict scrutiny standard of review in dealing with standards
based on race alone. The circuit court relied on the intermediate standard

of review expressed by Justices Marshall, Brennan and Blackmun noting th~t ."[i]n light of the diversity of views on 'the Supreme c'ourt,
determmmg what test will e entually emerge from the Oourt is hlghly
speculative .... " 50 The cixcuit court was content that the A.AP had been
adopted by a governmental body with authority to pass such legislation·
tha! adequate findings had been adopted to ensure that they were rem~
edymg the present effects of past discrimination· and that the racial
classification extends no further than the establish;d need for remedying
the effects of past discrimination .
.Again, one should not ignore certain special features present in this
case that could individually be critical regarding the final result and
perhaps even more critical in regard to the denial of certiorari.
. ~igni_fica1;1tly, Dade _County operates under a Home Rule Charter providmg 1t with authority to waive competitive bidding and to enact remedial legislation. In addition the set-aside was restricted to situations
where at least three Black prime contractors are certified as available
to bid, and the commission must specifically authorize each set-aside
contract and approve all subcontracting goals. One also should not ignore
that the ~t~tion p_roject was situated within the Black community itself.
The statistics rehed upon showed that the station contract represented
less than ~ percent of the county's contract expenditures compared with
a populat10n of 17 percent Blacks in the county with fewer than 1 percent
Black contractors. This supports the conclusion that the A.AP was not
disproportionate and had minimal impact on nonininority contractors.
Lastly, the court left t_he judicial door ajar for the plaintiffs in noting
that they can renew their challenges if the program is not constitutionally
ad.ministered in future contracts.
The Associated General Contractors (.AGC) were obviously confident
tha~ the Supreme Court would review this case and were disappointed
by its refusal. The AGC president was quoted as stating that this refusal
was " ... merely a postponement of the inevitable because the racism
inherent in special-preference procurement programs will ultimately
have to be addressed." 51 Confirmillg its belief in this tatement .AGO
promptly filed a new action in Federal District Court Northern California District, against the City and County of San Fran~isco challenging
its procurement .AAP .52
The San Francisco ordinance established set-asides of 10/2 percent
respectively for MBE/WBE prime contractors; 5 percent preferential
bidding advantage to women minorities, and local businesses with a
maximum 10 percent for a local minority or woman business; and MBE/
WBE subcontracting goals of 30/10 percent respectively. In November
1984, the judge denied both temporary and preliminary injunction pe~itions. The denials have been appealed and cross motions for summary
Judgment have been filed and are scheduled for oral argument. Granting
of either of these motions will probably result in an additional appeal.
The eventual ruling of the Ninth Cixcuit should provide the Supreme
Court with yet another opportunity .53
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN THE LOWER COURTS

With the Supreme Court in dissarray over th.e constitutionality of
ilPs the lower courts have "eiljoyed' the freedom to choose their own
particular Supreme Court authority, opinion, or rationale. The unfortunate result has been more confusion with re ults more dependent on
t.he leanings of a particular judge or appellate panel. However in sorting
through these contract cases perhaps we can detect ome general themes
and distinctions worth emphasizing whether one is defending or attacking
a given .A.AP.
Initially it should be observed that judicial review can be initiated at
different time stages in the implementation of an AAP. As in Fullilove
the court may be asked to prevent implementation of the program without
regard to a specific contract or project. With refereni;e to a specific
project the court may be asked to enjoin advertisement or bid opening.
Also award ,:ir execution of the contract documents can be challenged
or the challenge can .relate to enforcement of a specific contract provision
during contract performance.
In very broad term one can conclude that the earlier and less specific
tlle attack the g.reater is the prospect that the p'lan mil be upheld as
constitutional. Stated another ay the cour~ have shown a relu<itance
to hold an AAP unconstitutional per se even though it is based on raceconscious standards. At the same. time the courts have tended t o reserve
judgment regarding how a given AAP may be implemented in a specific
instance. This observation is b(lme out by the four Supreme Court decisions previously reviewed. Pullilove was thij mo t general and nonspecific attack. It did not bring into focus a specific project contract,
·bidder, or individual and the plan wa upheld. Weber, was more specific
than Fullilove, but did not involve loss of entitlement to upward mobility
training. At the most, individual rights were delayed. Bakke and Stotts
were specific attacks involving identifiable ind:viduals deprived of omething they would otherwise have secured.
Fullilove Applied By the Lower Courts

Most of the lower court cases have been of the general variety and
most have upheld the constitutionality of the AAP. For example, in
Michigan Road Builders Ass'n. v. Milliken${ a Michigan tate statute
established a procurement policy with goals for minority and women
owned businesses. Ruling on a summary judgment motion the federal
district eou.rt held that the legislation did no create set-aside preferences, or quotas but merely est2.blished goals and expected levels of effort
as approved in Fullilove.
The State of Washington Supreme Court reviewed a unique AAP
adopted by county ordinance for county public works contracts ·which
was taken from Washington States highway specifications. Contracts
were to be awarded to the lowe t re ponsive bidder who meets the MBE
and WBE goals or demonstrates good faith efforts to do so. Good faith
efforts were quantified by a formula set forth in the pecifications. Should
the low bidder not meet the goal good faith efforts will be deemed satisfied

if the achievement level is at least the average attained by all bidders.
In this case entitled, Southwest Washington Chapter, National Electrical Contractors Ass'n. v. Pierce County, 55 the Washington court
dismissed the declaratory relief action relying heavily on Fullilove and
Justices Burger's and Powell's opinions.
In November 1980, the Ohio General Assembly passed an MEE statute
for all state construction contracts. It included a 5 percent set-aside for
minority prime contractors, a 5 percent MEE subcontracting provision,
a 7 percent minority suppliers provision, and a 15 percent set-aside ou
state purchases. A federal district court found the statute unconstitutional for lack of legislative findings and as not being the least intrus:lve
means for rectifying the effects of any past discrimination.
On 56appeal in a split decision reported in Ohio Contractors Ass'n. v.
Keip, the Sixth Circuit reversed. The majority concluded that the lower
court ~ad applied Fullilov_e too literally. It opined that Congress is not
to be viewed as the exclusive body competent to eliminate the effects of
past discrimination with race-conscious remedies. The fourteenth amendment granted equal authority to the states to deal with the denial of
equal protection. The majority recognized no material distinction between
~hi~'s_ 5 p~rcent se~-aside and Fullilove's 10 percent MEE program.
This is a differe~ce u~metho~ only, not in result." 57 Nor did the major't ty
conclude that legislative fi.ndmgs were necessary. The district court felt
that findings were essential to determine whether less intrusive me:ms
would hav~ bee:°' effe~t~ve in achieving its remedial goals. The circuit
court premised its position on the basis that there is no requirement that
the least restrictive means be chosen.
In another Ohio state court action entitled State Ex. Rel. Connors v.
Dept. of Transportation, 58 the trial court was asked to review a new
ODOT specification that "imposed an absolute requirement that two
percent of the awarded value of such contracts be subcontracted to
minority contractors qualified to bid with ODOT" subject to default
t~rm~nation for failure to achieve the stated percentage. The trial court
dismissed for lack of standing on the basis that only competing bidders
could challenge the requirements. This was reversed and remanded by
the appellate court without reaching the merits of the action.
The Inconsistent Ninth Circuit

. Th~ Ninth Ci~c~it also concluded that an AAP adopted by a school
district was valid m the case of Schmidt v. Oakland Unified School
59
District. By statute California requires school districts to award all
c?nstruction contracts in excess of $12,000 to the lowest responsible
bidder. The school district in this case adopted a policy requiring that
at least 25 percent of the dollar value of the work on-each contract be
performed by minority contractors for the bidder to qualify as a ":rn-·
sponsible.bidder" withyr?visions for numerous discretionary exceptions.
On a bid for refurbishmg a school the low bidder listed one minority
subcontractor for 16 percent of the work claiming that he had taken
every possible measure to meet the 25 percent goal but was unable to do
so. The board rejected the proposal and awarded to the second bidder,
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a joint venture composed of 65 percent ownership by a White contractor
and 35 percent by a Black.
The displaced low bidder sought a temporary restraining order from
the state court to prevent the award. This was denied by the trial court
and affirmed by the state appellate court without opinion. This federal
court action was then instituted seeking damages for denial of equal
protection and violation of the Federal Civil Rights Act.
The Ninth Circuit viewed this AAP as being identical with Fullilove.
with one crucial exception. The AAP in Fullilove was mandated by
Congress and the Chief Justice had pointedly observed as follows:
Here we pass, not on a choice made by a single judge or a school board,
but on a considered decision of the Congress and the President.60

Because of this statement the Ninth Circuit in its opinion did not rely
solely on Fullilove to decide the case. Rather it independently reviewed
the formation and bases for the school district's AAP and concluded
that under all of the various standards of review the Oakland plan was
justified; that the state had not precluded local school districts from
adopting AAPs in connection with contracting activities; and that the
board's findings were competent and supported by the facts.
A different panel of three judges from the same Ninth Circuit had
previously invalidated a similar AAP adopted by the San Francisco
Board of Education in Associated General Contractors of California
v. San Francisco Unified School District.61 The San Francisco plan
required that bidders on school construction be minority contractors or
that they utilize minority subcontractors for at least 25 percent of the
contract work.
In interpreting California law the court of appeals in the San Francisco School District case concluded that the AAP violated the competitive bidding requirements mandated by the State Education Code. It
relied upon the leading California Supreme Court case on competitive
bidding entitled Inglewood-Los Angeles County Civic Center Authority
v. Superior Court. 62 This case held that a statute requiring award to
the "lowest responsible bidder" did not embody a concept of "relative
superiority" which would permit award to a higher bidder as being "more
qualified" than the low bidder. From this case the panel concluded that
in California for purposes of contract award the school district would
be precluded from considering any factor other than price, the minimum
skills and financial qualifications of the bidder, and the quality of the
bidders past performance. In addition this panel concluded that the San
Francisco plan was also unconstitutional as it was applied. This opinion
predated Fullilove but relied upon Bakke. The opinion described the
AAP as generating a "stacked deck" rather than a "reshuffle." "Reshuffle" programs as used in the numerous school desegregation cases
were permissible but not quotas which this court denominated as "stacked
decks."
In the Oakland Unified School District case the Court of Appeals
conceded that the prior San Francisco AAP was "very similar to the
Oakland plan." However, it noted several important distinctions which

in its opinion warranted a contrary result: The San Francisco district
had made no finding of past discrimination; administrative waivers were
not apparent from the opinion; plaintiffs in the San Francisco case sought
only uonmonetary relief· there is ome indication in the Oakland situation
that the California courts would approve the Oakland AAP (by reason
of the prior denials of a temporary restraining order)· and finally the
panel questioned whether under California law damages would be available for violation of a competitive bidding statute since plaintiff was
seeking only monetary damages in federal court.
The Ninth Circuit in the Oakland action then chose not to assert
pendent jurisdiction regarding the state law damage ~sue:
We think the prudent course in this case would be to refrain from
deciding the state law issues .... In the interests of comity, we choose to
defer to the views of the California courts.••

The United States Supreme Court then granted certiorari in the
Oakland School district action and in a per curiam opinion chastised
the Ninth Circuit panel for not coming to grips with the pendent state
law issue and the prior Ninth Circuit opinion involving the San Francisco
school district:
.... .Although the Court of .Appeals acknowledged that under one of
its prior decisions, the plan at issue might be invalid under state law, it
declined to decide the state-law question since it was a sensitive matter
and petitioner could present it to the state courts.
If the affirmative action plan is invalid under state law, the Court of
.Appeals need not have reached the federal constitutional issue. Nevertheless, the Court of .Appeals declined to resolve the pendent state-law
claim. Under Hagans v. Lavine 415 U.S. 528, 546, 94 S.Ct. 1372, 1383,
39 L.Ed. 2d 577 (1974) ... this was an abuse of discretion in the circumstances of this case. 64

The judgment was accordingly vacated and the matter remanded for
further proceedings. In the absence of further reported proceedings the
conflicting authorities of the Oakland and San Francisco opinions are
left ,vith serious doubt as to which view currently prevails in the Ninth
Circuit. Nor did the Supreme Court seem willing to tackle the issue at
this time.
Effect of Affirmative Action on Competitive Bidding

One competitive bidding issue was overlooked in both Ninth Circuit
opinions. The AAP in each instance required award of the contract to
a minority prime contractor or to a prime utilizing minority subcontractors for at least 25 percent of the work. Competitive bidding is based
on a principle of equality of position in bidding and the absence of
advantage or favoritism. 65 An AAP based on providing subcontracting
opportunities arguably provides an equality of bidding in the sense that
no one bidder has gained an advantage over others. In requiring that
either the prime contractor be a minority or provide a certain percentage
of minority subcontractors a bidding advantage is given to contractors
who choose to joint venture with a minority for the purpose of achieving
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the goal. This device was used in the Oak.land. situation providing the
bidder with automatic qualification withou the necessity to ei--pend effort
or money involved in seeking out qualified minority subcontractors. This
was precisely what the low bidder complained about in the Oa~land case.
He asserted that he had made good fru.th efforts to locate qualified MBEs
and was unable to meet the goal. The successful but higher bidder having
secured a minority joint ventu:rer for a percentage sufficient to achieve
the goal assured himself of mee,ting the goal without havin% to seek_ out
.and encourage minority subcontractors and at the same time deprived
his competitors of equal access to this minority as a possible subcontractor.
Generally AAPs, including the congressional DBE plan established in
the STAA of 1982, are designed to encourage the emergence of small
minority business enterprises into the mainstream of the construction
industry. The plans are designed to promote subcontracting opportunities for minorities. They usually apply only to the larger contracts
with numerous subcontracting opportunities. Apart from competitive
bidding concerns it would seem to be ~ood poli,~y and pra~tic~ to deci~e
whether a given program is to be designed to promote nnnonty participation at the prime contractor level with the use of set-asides or at the
subcontractor level Except in areas of certain specialty work it could
be assumed that successful MBEs would event11ally advance in size and
expertise to become general contractors and compete with other prime
contractors.
Yet, federal agencies such a:s FHWA in their administration of the
DBE program permit the states to include joint ventures with minorities
in counting goal achievement. Of course, the joint venture must be created for a legitimate purpose consistent with industry practice and the
minority co-partner must perform a commercially useful function as a
prime in control of an identifiable portion of the contract performance.
Arrington v. Associated General Contractors 66 followed the authority of the San Francisco School District case in concluding that a
Birmingham city ordinance e~tablishing a 10 percent MBE program
violated both the state competitive bidding requirements and the constitutional standards of Fullilove. The Alabama Supreme Court acknowledged that the city council had legislative powers that were lacking
:in reference to the San Francisco school district, but ruled that the city
council had no more authority than an agency to initiate programs that
violated state law or policy.
The Georgia Supreme Court relied on the Arrington and the Inglewood-Los Angeles County cases in arriving at a similar conclusion in
Georgia Branch, Associated Gen. Contractor~: v. City of Atlanta.. 67 By
eity ordinance most of the city''s construction contracts were to require
20-35 percent MEE participation. The city charter requires award to
the "lowest and/ or best bidder." On appeal from denial of a sununary
;judgment motion the court concluded that the competitive bidding requirements of the charter did not permit the city to enact the AAP.

for Regional Transit (DART) to qualify for UMTA financial assistance.
The bidding specifications required that all prospective general contractors include a minimum of 15 percent MBEs to perform portions of the
work or identify portions of the work in an equal amount to be set-asides
for MBEs. Where set-asides are proposed by the bidder DART wo11ld
formally advertise for competitive subbids from prospective MBEs.
Pettinaro Construction submitted the lowest bid for construction of
a transit operations center, but allocated less than 1 percent to MBEs .
In response to an inquiry the bidder acknowledged the failure to achiev,e
the specified goal but asserted its intention to secure more participation
as the work progressed. Following rejection of this proposal as non.responsive the bidder :filed an action in federal couxt charging revers,e
discrimination and challenged the validity of the AAP as establishing a
quota.
In Pettinaro Construction Co. v. Delaware Authority 68 the trial
court concluded that it could not decide on summary judgment whether
DART had a,uthority to adopt the A.AP under Bakke or whether the
provisions were supported by sufficient findings as required by Fullilove.69
Similarly the California District Court of Appeal in Department of
General Services v. Superior Court 70 ruled that the AAP could not be
decided on summary judgment. The trial court had invalidated a 20
percent MBE provision for all major subcontracts on the State Capitol
Restoration Project. The trial judge had concluded tha the provision
was in conflict with the competitive bidding requirements of the State
Contract Act. The appellate court reversed on the basis that the project
was under the jurisdiction of the Legislatm-e and that ·the State Contract
Act did not apply. Howev.e r, the matter was remanded for further pro··
ceedings to determine the a·dequacy of legislative findings to support the
AAP created for this project. The opinion does set forth in precise terms
the natun and importance of supporting findings:
... Thus we note that minority preferences in employment have been
upheld only where there has been a legislative or administrative finding
of prior constitutional or statutory violations resulting in discrimination
by the affected industry or employer, and an appropriate remedy formulated to rectify it. [Citing the Bakke case] Such findings are of vital
constitutional significance. They provide the basis for determining that
'the government interest in preferring members of the injured groups at
the expense of others is substantial, since the legal rights of the victims
must be vindicated. In such a case, the extent of the injury and the
consequent remedy will have been judicially, legislatively or administratively defined . .Also the remedial action usually remains subject to continuing oversight to assure that it will work the least harm possible to
other innocent persons competing for the benefit. Without such findings
of constitutional or statutory violations, it cannot be said that the government has greater interest in helping one individual than in refraining
from harming another. Thus, the government has no compelling justification for inflicting such harm.' [Quoting from Justice Powell's opinion
in Bakke] 71

l~esolving AAP Issues by Summary .Judgment

A somewhat unique AAP ws,s developed by the Delaware Authority
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AAP APPLICATIONS AND BID DISPUTE LITIGATION
Certifications and Substitutions

It was previously noted that in many of the cases involving AAP
applications the litigants do not challenge the constitutionality of the
plan. Instead they assert entitlement to the award within the terms of
the AAP as set forth in the bidding specifications.
For example in the case of Regional Scaffolding v. City of Philadelphia n the low bidder was not permitted to substitute for an uncertifiable MBE. The specifications for bidding required that the listed MBE
be certified before the time of award to be counted toward the goal. It
also provided that failure to submit a completed schedule of MBE/WBE
participation ox request :for waiver with the proposal would result in
rejection of the bid a nonresponsive. In addition, the listing of a minority
or female was to constitute a representation that the listed subcontractor
is available and capable of completing the work with its own forces.
Two of the low bidder s substitutions, listed as an MBE and as a
WBE, were not certified at the time of bidding and failed to obtain
certification in time for the award. The regulations applicable to the
program permitted substitutions after award where the subcontractor
withdraws from the project. The low bidder here requested the right to
substitute before award. This request was denied by the city and the
court concluded that the city's consistent 'no sub titution" policy was
not arbitrary or capricious. It is probably significant that the city rejected all bids rather than award to the next bidder whose price was
considered unreasonable.
The- Supreme Court of Minnesota in Holman Erection Co. v. Orville
E. Madsen & Sons 73 held that the prime contractor's listing of a nonminority subcontractor in its winning bid did not result in a binding
subcontract and that the contractor was :free to use a differen subcontractor to fulfill its MBE obligations. Also in J. J. Associates v. Fall
River Housing Autho1-ity, 74 the Massachusetts court ruled that a listed
MBE subcontractor could be substituted out at the direction of the
Housing Authority in order to save sufficient money to permit an award.
The court had little difficulty in concluding tha neither the prime contractor nor the Authority was bound to employ the subcontractor but it
did have difficulty resolving the conflict of legislative policies between
competitive bidding to secure the lowe t price and the legislative intent
to promote affirmative action:
It is apparent that there is some conflict among various legislative
objectives and that s<,>me statutory objectives remain essentially , oluntary
as to local housing authorities and perhaps other public entities. The
provisions of O.L. c.149, sec. 44F, carry out a part of one statutory policy
designed to keep down the cost of public construction by competitive
bidding and give principal weight to price considerations. That policy,
however, has not been adjusted fully to the different legislative objective
of affording special opportunities for MBE / WBE pa:rticipation in public
construction contracts .... The area appears to be one where the risk of
confusion would be reduced greatly by a more complete and explicit
expression of legislative intention . . ..

In_Great J,,j'~ck Electn_c Inc. v. City of New York 75 the city adopted
a P?hcy requirmg_each bidder to submit with its proposal an affirmative
action plan ~eportmg the ethnic and female composition of its own work
force. ':f-'he citr had mo~ified its prior practice of permitting submittal
aft?r b_id opemngs to avmd delays and difficulties in obtaining the reports.
ReJ?ction of the_ low bid in this. case and award to another was upheld
agam on the basis that the requirement was not arbitrary or capricious.
In the case of Owen of Georgia, Inc. v. Shelby County, 76 the mayor
of Shelby county rejected the low bid and awarded the contract to the
second low bidder. The mayor's decision was based on the facts that the
affirmative action report submitted by the bidders reflected that the
s~cond bidder employed a higher proportion of minorities; that the low
bidder was an out-of-state firm; and that the second low bidder had
agr~~d to red11:ce the _con!ract price to that of the low bidder. In a split
decision the Sixth Circuit ruled that the mayor could not reject a bid
based_ on unann?unced ~riteria and that the_ provision reserving the right
to r?J~ct any bid required good cause which was lacking here. No restrammg order had been obtained to prevent the award and the work
was nearly completed. The low bidder was permitted however to recover
damages in this action against the county based on promisso;y estoppel.
. Presumably certificatio~ issues are not relevant in an award dispute
smce t~e _Fed~ral Regulations provide that the denial of certification by
th~ re_cipient IS final for all contracts being let by the recipient.77 Reapplicat10n can only be for future contracts.
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Supplemental AAP Information After Bid Opening

Fail~re to submit the required MBE information as specified will
result m a nonresponsive bid provided that the requirement is unambiguous and valid. In James Luterbach Const. Co., Inc. v. Adamkus78
the district court held that contract instructions on an EPA-funded
project by t~e .Village of East Troy, Wisconsin, directing bidders to
supply certam information regarding their efforts to comply with a 10
percent MBE goal and warning that failure to submit information
"may" cause rejection of the bid as nonresponsive did not unambiguously
state that bids would be rejected. Therefore, the court ruled that EPA
~ad 8: re~onable bas~ for c?ncluding that the Village acted improperly
m ~eJectmg the lo~ bid settmg forth "O" participation but in its explanati?n stated that it intended to achieve the goal. Supplemental informat10n offered by the bidder stated that the "0" was inadvertent and
confirmed that 10 percent would be achieved.79
T~e low bidder in another case, Leo Michuda & Son Co. v. Metropolitan Sanitary Dist. of Greater Chicago, 80 failed to list MB Es necessary to achieve the specified 10 percent goal but submitted the following
statement: "N? firm contractual commitments at this time, but we will
use eveo/ av_ailable me~ns to obtain the services of Minority Business
Enterprises m performmg this work."
Subsequently, th~ low bidder submitted a second "Goal Disclosure
Form" identifying MBEs who had agreed to perform 18 percent of the
dollar value of the work. The District accepted this submittal and
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awarded to the low bidder. The court ruled that the low bid was not
responsive and ordered recision of the award . Following the order for
recision the District rejected all bids rather than award to the second
bidder. The trial court held this to be an abuse of discretion. This portion
of the trial court judgment was reversed by the appellate court.
A somewhat similar situation with a different result occurred in City
of Rochester v. T.,~S. Environmental Protection Agency.81 With EP.A
funding the city advertised for bids on a waste water treatment plant.
The bid specifications established a 10 percent MEE goal with a good
faith efforts alternative. The low bidder submitted with his bid evidence
of a goal achievement of 2.7 percent. Following bid opening the city
requested evidence of his "positive efforts" to meet the 10 percent goal.
The bidder responded with documentation of its efforts to meet the goal
and subsequently filed substantial additional data including an increase
in participation to 7.45 percent with an expectation that this would be
increased further by the time of completion of the work.
The city concluded that good faith or "positive efforts" had been met,
but several bidders challengedl any award based on documentation received after bid opening. The city council rejected the protests and an
appeal was made to the EPA regional administrator who concluded that
the "positive efforts" had been made after bid opening and should not
be considered. However, the EP.A administrator acknowledged that the
specifications were ambiguous on this point and ordered the city to reject
all bids.
The city ana the low bidder ehallenged the authority of EP.A to order
the rejection of a11 bids by filing the above noted action in federal court.
The judge agreed with the plaintiffs finding that the EPA action wa
an abu e of discretion. The specifications had been approved by EPA
and were not ambiguous. The judge further concluded that the bidder
had satisfied the requirements of the specifications in acknowledging a
commitment to exercise positive efforts to attain the goal. Further, there
was no language in the specifieations indicating that a bid would automatically be rejected for failure to submit a positive efforts statement
with the proposal since provis:·lon was included for additional documentation.
One might criticize the failure of the cou3:1'. apart £i:om the loo enes
of the specification language, for not recogD1Z1Dg the d1ff~rence betw~n
positive efforts expended before bid opening. in 1>reparatlon of the b1d,
as opposed to those efforts made after bid opening to secure the award.
An effective A.AP should require all bidders to seek out and secure
minority commitments in advance
bid p~epara~ion and no_t await b~d
opening. Otherw'..se the low b.dder lS proVlded with the option of bid
shopping' for MBE subconhactors to meet the goal or be disq°:atifaed
for the award as he chooses. Al1;0 this practice tends to lead to negot iations
between the low bidder and the awarding authority over what further
efforts and participation will be accepted as a conditfon for award.
Very pertinent to this issu.a is a United State Comptr~ller ~~eral
opinion dated.April 6 1984 entitled Matter o(.A. Metz, Inc. _A.n ~dia~a
Department of Highways contract called for 01dders tc, subllllt with their
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proposal either evidence of 15 percent participation or documentation
of good faith efforts to achieve the goal. The state's practice approved
by the Comptroller General was to permit additional documentation of
good faith efforts to be submitted after bid opening but"Testricted the
documentation to efforts expended by the bidder prior to the bid opening.
The Comptroller General justified this position on the basis that MEE
requirements are a matter of responsibility rather than responsiveness.
Responsiveness is to be judged from the bid documents themselves, but
in considering responsibility issues subsequent information can be solicited and considered by the awarding authority in considering the
award. Many contract provisions and case authorities view affirmative
action participation as a matter of responsiveness and not responsibility.
The importance of the distinction goes mainly to questions of due process
and necessity for a hearing before rejecting a bid or bidder.
One legitimate concern of public agencies is that subsequent submit.tals
of information can provide the low bidder with an option for the award.
By withholding the documentation the bid becomes nonresponsive, or
the bidder not responsible, providing an escape from the proposal should
the bidder so elect. California has attempted to dampen any propensity
for bidders to use this device by making such action subject to a bond
forfeiture:
It is agreed that the bidder's security furnished under the provisions
of Section 2-1.07, 'Proposal Guaranty,' of the Standard Specifications
shall also be security for the bidder's compliance with the DB and WBE
information requirements in Section 3-1.01.A, 'DB and WBE information,' herein. It is further agreed that if the bidder fails to submit the
required DB and WEE information by the times specified in said Section
3-1.01.A, such failure shall be deemed to be a failure to execute the contract
and shall be just cause for the forfeiture of the security of the bidder."3

In a very recent Washington State case entitled Land Const. Co., lnc.
v. Snohomish County, 84 the court held that the bidder could not substitute a certified WEE after bid opening where it would provide the
bidder with a substantial advantage over other bidders. The specifications
required each bidder to list with its proposal only certified MBE and
WEE subcontractors. The low bid was rejected because the WEE lfated
was not on the Washington DOT list of certified WBEs and no substitution was permitted.
The court recognized that the awarding authority could waive an
irregularity if not material. "The test of whether a variance is material
is whether it gives a bidder a substantial advantage or benefit not enjoyed
by other bidders." The conclusion was that substitution would be a
material variation in the terms of bidding:
... Land Construction would enjoy a 'substantial advantage' over other
bidders if permitted to submit the low bid with a non-certified WBE and
then substitute a certified WBE after the bids are opened in that it could
refuse to make such a substitution if it discovered that its bid was too
low. Because it is the acceptance, not the tender, of a bid for public work
which constitutes a contract [citation omitted] Land Construction would
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have no obligation to perform under a bid containing a non-certified WBE.
Before its bid is accepted, Land Construction could not be compelled to
substitute a certified WBE. Snohomish County could not accept this low
bid until it contained a certified WBE. If Land Construction was permitted to make this substitution after the bids are opened, control over
the award of public work contracts would pass from the municipality
involved to the low bidder.
Because Land Construction's bid contained a material variance from
the call for bids, it was not responsive to the call for bids, and Snohomish
County had 'good cause' under [the statute] to reject it.

Generally, as reflected in the foregoing cases, the courts have permitted
bidders to submit information regarding MBE participation after bid
opening unless precluded by the terms of the bidding specifications or
practice of the awarding agency. However, earlier cases dealing with
EEO requirements generally went the other way, but with notable exceptions.
The leading EEO case on this point is Rossetti Constructing Co., Inc.
v. Brennan.85 This 1975 case held that bidders on federally assisted
contracts could not amend their EEO submissions after bid opening.
This involved a failure to certify in the proposal a commitment to abide
by the Chicago hometown plan. A similar result was reached in Northeast
Construction Co. v. Romney.86 A different result was reached in Centric
Corp. v. Barbarossa & Sons, Inc. 87 where seven out of ten bidders failed
to attach the required affirmative action plan to their proposals. The bid
specifications had been modified for this project in the mistaken belief
that EPA required the EEO plans with the bid. The Wyoming Supreme
Court concluded that the failure to file on time was a minor, inconsequential and technical omission which the board should have waived
because it afforded the low bidder no advantage over others.
REGIONAL BUSINESS AND EMPLOYMENT GOALS

To complete the topic of AAPs regarding their validity and enforcement one needs to be aware of certain variations that exist to the MBE
theme. This includes the regional or local business enterprise and employment goals. Characteristically these programs limit employment and
contractors to those from a particular city, region, or state. Usually the
restriction applies to a minority or high unemployment core area.
The most recent and controlling case on this subject is the United
States Supreme Court case of United Building and Construction
Trades Council v. The Mayor and Council of the City of Camden, 88
decided in February 1984. By municipal ordinance the City of Camden,
New Jersey, required that at least 40 percent of the employees ·and
subcontractors on city construction projects be Camden residents, with
a one-year residency requirement. This city action was taken in response
to state legislation establishing a comprehensive AAP in the awarding
of public works contracts. The Supreme Court of New Jersey ruled the
ordinance valid and not in violation of the Privileges and Immunities
Clause of Article IV of the U.S. Constitution or the fourteenth amend-

ment's Equal Protection Clause. Nor did it find it in violation of the
Commerce Clause because the state was acting as a "market participant"
rather than as a "regulator."
The U.S. Supreme Court granted a hearing, and while the matter was
pending th.J:ee significant changes occurred. First, the city s AAP was
amended to change the 40 percent residency requirement from a trict
quota to a goal requiring developers and contractor to make 'every
good faith effort' to comply. Secondly, the city dropped the one-year
residency requirement. It was sufficient that an employee or subcontractor reside in the city to be counted toward the goal. Lastly, the U .S.
Supreme Court decided White v. Massachusetts Council of Construction Employers, 89 holding that an executi e order of the Mayor of Boston
requiring that at least 50 percent of all job on city-funded projects be
filled by city residents did not violate the Commerce Clause of the U .S.
Constitution.
This left only the issue of whether Camden s AAP as modified violated
the Privileges and Immunities Clause. The Court ,vith Justice Blackmun
dissenting ruled that the plan did discriminate against 1·esidents of other
states. The ourt s opinion, written by Justice ~hnquist had no difficu1ty in disposing of the arguments that the Privileges and Immunities
restriction applied only to tate. action taken against re idents of other
states and that out-of-State residents enjoyed the same disadvantage as
New Jersey residents residing outside of the City of Camden.
Although the AAP did not violate the Commerce Clause it was in
violation of the Privileges and Immunities Clause:
In sum, Camden may, without fear of violating the Commerce Clause,
pressure private employers engaged in public works projects funded in
whole of in part by the city to hire city residents. But that same exercise
of power to bias the employment decisions of private contractors and
subcontractors against out-of-state residents may be called to account
under the Privileges and Immunities Clause ... .9°

However, like many constitutional provisions the Privileges and Immunities restriction is not absolute:
... [The Privileges and Immunities Clause] does not preclude discrimination against citizens of other States where there is a 'substantial reason'
for the difference in treatment. '[T]he inquiry in each case must be concerned with whether such reasons do exist and whether the degree or
discrimination bears a close relation to them.' ... As part of any justification offered for the discriminatory law, nonresidents must somehow
be shown to 'constitute a peculiar source of the evil at which the statute
is aimed.' 91

The Court was unable to determine from the record whether the Camden AAP was justified or not, and remanded the case for a factual
determination. By way of guidance the opinion quoted generou ly from
ome of its earlier opinions particularly from Hicklin v. Orbeck, 92 where
the Supreme Court struck down the "Alaska Hire" statute containing
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a resident hiring preference for employment related to the development
of the state's oil and gas resources:
.. . The Alaska Hire statute ... swept within its strictures not only contractors and subcontractors dealing directly with the State's oil and gas;
it also covered suppliers who provided goods and services to those contractors and subcontractors. ·we invalidated the Act as 'an attempt to
force virtually all businesses that benefit in some way from the economfo
ripple effect of Alaska's decision to develop its oil and gas resources to
bias their employment practices in favor of the State's residents.' ... No
similar 'ripple effect' appears to infect the Camden ordinance. It is limitecl
in scope to employees working directly on city public works projects.••

· Even though the White case, involving the City of Boston, held that
residential preferences do not violate the Commerce Clause as long as
the local agency is acting as a market participant and not a r egulator
this may not hold true if USDOT funds are involved. In a significant
footnote 9 to t hat ,:,pinion, Justice Rehnquist writes as follows:
Respondents have asserted i:r, this Court that the executive order also
applies to fun.d s the city receives from the Department of Transportation. . .. The.re is, however, nothing in the record to indicate that DOT
funds are affected by the order .... Without support in the record for a
contrary conclusion, we decide this case as thou1~h DOT funds are not
involved . . .. 94

Turning to other cases, the Illinois Supr eme Court in April 1984
invalidated its State Preference Act in People E:-c Rel. Bernardi v. Leary
Construction Co., 95 based on the Alaska Hire decision. The Illinois
statute required that its contractors on public works employ only Illinois
laborers unless none were available and so certi:6.ed and approved by the
<:on tracting officers. A about the same time (March 1984), the Seventh
Circuit r eleased an opinion in W.C.M. Window Co., Inc. v. Bernardi 96
holding this same s tatute to be in violation of both the Commerce and
:Privileges and Immunities Clauses.
Earlier the Washington Supr eme Court struck down a W ashington
State statute r equiring that cont r actors and imbcontractors on p ublic
works contracts employ 90 pewent to 95 percent Washington residents,
the exact percentage dependent on the number of employees. The Court
in Laborers Local Union No. 374 v. Felton Construction Co. 97 held
that the statute violated the Privileges and Immunities Clause and failed
to pass the two-point test to permit discrimination against nonresidence:
(1) that the non-citizens constitute the peculiar source of the evil at
which the statute is aimed and (2) a reasonable relationship exists between the danger represented by the non-citizens and the discrimination
practiced upon them.
Very recently the Wyoming Supreme Court in State v. Antonich 98
ruled that the State's Preferen~e for State Laborers Aet did not violate
the Privileges and Immunities Clause of the United States Constitution.
This statute requires contractor s to employ available Wyoming laborers
for public works projects in preference to nonresident workers , with
provision for certification by th,3 State employment office if local resident
employees possessing the necesBary skills are not available.

Analyzing the City of Camden and the "Alaska Hire" cases the court
concluded that the preference did discriminate against nonresidents regarding a fundamental right. At the same time it viewed the statutE, as
narrowly tailored to address a valid state goal of ensuring employment
of its citizens. In upholding the statute the court placed added significance to the fact that the preference statute confined its discriminatory
practice to projects constructed with public funds.
PR/ Pipe Supports v. Tennessee Valley Authority99 involved a different kind of preference which was also held valid. The bid specifications
in this case stated that bids are solicited from companies agreeing to
perform at least 50 percent of its manufactured work in "labor surplus
areas" identified by the Department of Labor. The low bidder, PRI,
indicated that none of its manufacturing would occur in an eligible area
and the bid was rejected as nonresponsive. The court disposed of the
case because the bidder had no standing to sue under the federal Administrative Procedure Act but ruled alternatively that " ... TVA is at
liberty to place conditions on its bid invitations, and to reject bids which
do not conform to such conditions."
The Mayor of New York attempted to create a local business enterprise
(LBE) plan requiring that at least 10 percent of all contracts awarded
and 10 percent of all subcontracts were to go to local businesses. ~~he
Appellate Division of the New York Supreme Court in Subcontractors
Trade Ass'n. v. Koch 100 invalidated the Executive Order as an exercise
of legislative authority and as " ... another undisguised attempt on the
part of t he Executive branch to mandate unconstitutional 'quotas.' .,,
A further variation on the preferential theme is found in SwengelRobbins, Inc. v. Gayle Contracting, /nc.101 Under an Arizona statute a
5 percent bidding preference is given on public contracts to those who
have satisfactorily performed prior public contracts, and have paid state
and county taxes for at least two successive years prior to bidding. In
this action the court prohibited an award to the low bidder based on the
preferential statute. Both the low and second bidder had satisfactorily
performed prior public contracts and both were Arizona contractors.
However, the low bidder had not paid state and county taxes for the
past two years.
For a more exhaustive discussion of other cases in this area refer to
a very recent annotation entitled " Validity of State Statute or Local
Ordinance Requiring, or Giving Preference to, the Employment of Residents by Contractors or Subcontractors Engaged in, or Awarded Contracts for, the Construction of Public Works or Improvements.'" 02
CERTIFICATIONS: FRONTS, FRAUDS, FAKES, AND APPEALS
The Current Threat

By all appearances fictitious DBEs and WBEs are on the increase.
News accounts of charges, complaints, and indictments involving the
MBE and DBE programs are becoming more commonplace. Unfortunately, one can expect to read and hear more of the same in the future.
The increase in federal expenditures for highways and mass transit
facilities resulting from the 1983 tax increase of 4 cents a gallon on
gasoline means that over $70 billion of federal moneys will be expended
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by the end of 1988. This same legislation, The Surface Transportation
Assistance Act (STAA) of 1982, increased minority participation across
the Nation to not less than 10 percent of these funds. 103 The result is
that significantly larger amounts of money must go to minority firms
even though in many places legitimate minority firms have not increased
proportionately in size or numbers to satisfy this generated demand. At
the same time transportation officials are required to increase the percentage goals far above what was previously required to qualify for
federal funds.
On April 4, 1985 the Wall Street Journal ran a fro~t page expose
on storefront operations employed by contractors to satisfy DBE and
WBE requirements. The article captioned "Phony Firms Rid~e U.S.
Program Set Up to Aid Minority Contractors q~otes on~ Black highway
contractor as saying that the STAA program is creating more, ironts
than legitimate Black contractors. PennDOT s Inspector General tated
that "This program invites fraud." With high goals it should be e..q1ected
that bidders and their estimators will seek out any advantage they can
over their competition. The ability of one contractor to find a loophole
or devise an ingenious arrangement to secure the goal will be picked up
immediately by the competition. It is no longer sufficient to be the low
bidder. One must also either demonstrate sufficient minority participation to meet the goal or prove good faith efforts.
Generally fronts are created in one oi three ways: (1) A prime contractor may establish a new but captive specialty enterprise setting up
a trusted minority or female employee or relative as owner. (2) An
established nonminority subcontractor, recognizing the additional business opportunities of minority certification, mayo tensibly transf~r c~ntrolling owners.hip of his business to his wife or trusted nunonty
employee friend, or :relative. (3) Alternatively, the established subcontractor may choose to create a separate but parallel organization l)lacing
the wife or trusted. minority in charge as apparent owner. Often these
parallel DBEs or WBEs are operated out of the same location and.share
the same equipment and employees.
In addition contractoTS can devise numerous ways to use properly
certified minority or female firms to ' front an operation." This involv~
the appearance that the minority firm is performing the work when m
fact it is performed by a nonminority.
Who is to police the program'l Many states probably view this l?U:ely
as a federally imposed program. The states usually have only limited
investigatory resources and must rely on outside complaints and federal
investigations to disclose fraudulent chemes that get through the certification process. The result admittedly is less than perfect.
The Federal Regulations

Where are the states to go for guidance and answersf. The starting
place must, of course be the Federal Regulations establishing this program. The final 1·ules for the DBE progTam were issued J uly 21, 1983
in Vol 48 Federal Register No. 141 pp. 33432 et seq. They can also be
located in 49 C.F .R. Part 23, Subpart D, commencing with Section 23.61.

As with the earlier MEE regulations the preamble commentary and the
section-by-section analysis far exceed the official rules in both quantity
and quality of explanation. USDOT had the foresight to include the
section-by-section analysis in Appendix A to the 49 C.F.R. Part 23
regulations. This is most helpful. However, ten pages of commentary set
forth in the preamble to the final rule should not be overlooked. This
can be of equal value in resolving a certification, award, or compliance
issue and can only be found in the Federal Register reference. Those
dealing with DBE issues on a continuing basis, particularly attorneys,
should attempt to secure a copy of the final regulation and the Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking issued February 28, 1983, in 48 Fed. Reg. 40
at 8416 et seq., issued in immediate response to the passage of Section
105(f) of the STAA of 1982.
A final rule involving DBEs was also issued on April 11, 1983, in 48
Fed. Reg. 70 at 15476 et seq., to take care of certain interim issues until
the final rules were published and adopted. It covers interim recipient
goals and clarification that the WEE program will continue unaffected
by Section 105(f) of the STAA of 1982. It also set forth two warnings:
goals will be significantly increased for most states and waivers cannot
be expected to be granted in the future because of the impact of higher
goals:
The interim steps FHWA and UMTA have taken to implement the
statute are intended to make recipients aware that it is likely that many
recipients will have to significantly increase their MBE participation from
levels originally projected for FY 1983. It is clearly important for recipients to begin increasing their efforts to obtain MBE participation.
... Beginning with FY 1984, the Department does not intend to consider
the need for transition to a ten percent goal to be a significant factor in
reviewing waiver requests. 104

One further note. The regulations were not intended to create a uniform nationwide program. FHWA views the regulations as "minimum
requirements," and with its consent the states may impose their own
bidding and contract requirements provided they do not weaken the
intent or effectiveness of the program. For example, some states like
Washington require that all DBE information be supplied by all bidders
with their bids. Other states like California require all such information
only from the two lowest bidders, as provided for in the regulations, by
the second Friday following bid opening. However, California in its
specifications allows bidders to use only DBEs certified as of the date
of bid opening. This is to avoid inherent delays that can occur in making
an award awaiting sufficient information from an indicated subcontractor to establish its eligibility for certification.
The Certification Process

Certification of DBEs and WBEs is a state function subject to review
by USDOT on appeals taken by applicants denied certification or by
third parties challenging a certification. But what does the state certifyf
Specifically, that the applicant is (1) a small business entity, (2) owned
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and (3) controlled by, ( 4) an economically and ~5) socially disadvantaged
person.
Eaeh word in this definition is critical. First, the applicant is a "concern or "entity' which may be a corporation partnership or ole proprietorship. This entity, as oppo ed to the qualifying individual or
individuals, must be a 'small bu ine s concern' as defined in Section 3
of the Small Busine Act and as implemented in the SB.A regulations.
Currently this means that the business concer or entity seeking certification has gros receipts of not more than $17 million as an average
for the prior three years. Diffe:rent figures and fo rmulas apply as to
certain specialty firms and manufacturer .•Qll
Next, the entity mu t be owned and controlled by a qualifying disadvantaged individual or ind'ividuals. 106 Ownership means that 51 percent
or more of the busine s must be owned by eligible individuals, and control
means that the eligible business owners themselves control and direct the
firm's management and daily business operations. These appear as
straightforn•ard propositions, but in closely he1d bu iness arrangements
it may be difficult to distinguish between actual conditions and appearances.
For example, in .4. merican Combustion, Jr..c. v. Minority Business
Opportunity Commission, ,ui A.CI had been certified as an MBE under
the District of Columbia Minority Contracting Act. ACI submitted the
lowest bid on the Convention Center mechanieal construction contract
bidding in joint venture with a nonminority firm. However ACI's certification had expil'ed and it was given an opportunity to reapply. Another
bidder protested ACI s minority tatu . Following a hearing hy the
Commis ion the reapplication was denied. Stock in AC! wa supposedly
owned by two minoritie and three Whites with controlling ownership
held by the tninoritie . The hearing :revealed that the tock ownership of
the Black owners was actually in the form of 'options' because the stock
was purchased with little or nothing down and the balance was to be
paid from bonuses and profits with no risk of financial loss to the minoritie . Thus it wa concluded that no bona fide transfer had taken
place and the court refused to enjoin award of the contract to the 'econd
bidder or to reinst.ate ACI s M::SE certificatiou.
Presumably state law prevails as o both the legality of particula1·
business arrangements and a t,o how control of a busine s is managed.108
For example, if a qualifying minority owns controlling interest in a close
corporation, but control is in a i our-person boaxd of directors, a majority
of three is required for corporate action. It then would appear that the
minority is ot in control. However, if state law permits a by-law amendment delega'ting total control to the minori • owner with controlling
interest the requirement would appear to be satisfied if that individual
actually is in cont rol.
No interstate reciprocity requirement exisfa, obligating one sfate to
honor certifications of another state. USDOT was concerned that a reciprocity requil'ement urged by certain minority contractors and their
congressional representatives would lead to "forum shopping" by inel-

igible businesses. At the same time USDOT urges the states to accept
certifications by other recipients:
... However, the [U.S .] Department of Transportation urges recipients
to use their existing authority under 49 CFR Part 23 to accept the
certification of firms by other recipients in whose certification decisions
they have confidence ... .1°0
Determining Social and Economic Disadvantage

The individual or individuals qualifying the business concern for certi-·
fl.cation a:, a DBE must be found to be both socially and economically
disadvantaged. Certain defined minorities are rebuttably presumed to be
socially and economically disadvantaged. This includes Black America:11s,
Hispanic Americans, Native Americans, Asian-Pacific Americans, and
Asian-Indian Americans as particularly defined in Section 23.62 of the
DOT regulations. In addition, other minorities or individuals found to
be disadvantaged by the SBA under Section 8(a) of the Small Business
Act are included. Presumably this covers individuals from nonspecifl.ed
minority groups who can establish with SBA that they a:re in fact socially
and economically disadvantaged. The states must accept and cannot challenge an 8(a) certification except through SBA.
Apart from 8(a) certifications, the specified minorities are presumed
to be economically and socially disadvantaged. Therefore, a wealthy mi-·
nority ma.y not be economically disadvantaged. Likewise, the qualifying
individual must, in fact, be a member of one of the defined minortty
groups to establish social disadvantage. Appendix C to the section-by-·
section arialysis concludes that a minority individual may not be able to
establish social disadvantage if he or she is not a recognized member of
the minority group:
... If an individual has not maintained identification with the group to
the e,:tent that he or she is commonly recognized as a group member, it
is unlikely that he or she will in fact have suffered the social disadvantage
which members of the group are presumed to have experienced. · If an
individual has not held himself or herself out to be a member of one of
the groups, has not acted as a member of a community of disadvantaged
persons, and would not be identified by p_ersons in the population at large
as belonging to the disadvantaged group, the individual should be required
to demonstrate social disadvantage on an individual basis.110

As to eligible minorities who are presumptively disadvantaged, the
states are not burdened with the obligation of inquil'ing into the actual
social and economic situation to make determinations for every fi:rm
seeking certification. Disadvantaged status is presumed. However, i.J a
third party challenges this status the state must follow the challenge
procedures and make a determination from the facts presented by all
sides. 111
The states, however, are authorized to make individual determinations
of social and economic disadvantage regarding individuals who are not
part of a presumptive group. This applies to women contractors, Portuguese-A.mericans, handicapped veterans, Appalachian White males,
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Hasidic Jews, and any other person who can establish a case for social
and economic disadvantage.
In establishing the SBA 8(a) program Congress gave th~ Administrator broad discretion to determine which firms would qualify as economically or socially disadvantaged. Early in the progra~ many charge_s
of abuse were made which resulted in several congressional and p1·es1dential directives. As an exam.ple, in Human Resources Management,
Inc. v. Weaver, u 2 plaintiff had been certified as economically disadvantaged by reason of his chronic economic probl~ms. resulting from ~e
poverty of his parents and aggravated by service m the Army durmg
the Vietnam conflict. Plaintiff s certification was terminated as a result
of a recertification program generated by congre sional concern over
abuses. Plaintiff contended that the 1·ece1·tificati.on program wa being
administered to give discriminatory preference to minority grou-ps. This
charge was rejected b. Judge Sirica on the plead;ings ?xc~pt that ~e held
that the agency had failed to articulate t h~ prec1S~ cntena on.which the
question of economic disadvantage was bemg reviewed. Pending an articulation of these standards the action was stayed.
Appendix O attached to Subpai-t D of 49 _c.F.R. _Sections 23.61 ~t s~q.
provides guidance and standards for making oc1al an~ econ~nue dlSadvantage determinations. Fiv7 elements_ are to be eo~1der?d m determining ocial disadvantage. Briefly they melude (I) social disadvantage
arising from color national origin gen_der, phJ:5ical handicap or lo~gterm isolation from mainstream American society; (2) demonstration
that the individual per onally suffered the ocial disadvantage and that
it is not imputed from membership or association with a nondesignated
minority group· (3) the social disadvantB:ge is rooted in ~e individua~'s
experience in American oeiety and not m other countries; ( 4) the dlSadvantage must be chronic lo~g-standing and s~bs~:13-tial;, and (5)_the
disadvantage must have negatively affected the individual s entry mto
or advancement in the business community.
Evidence of social disadvantage to establish the e points can include
denial of equal access to employment opportunities credit or capital or
equal access to educational opportunities including entry into business
or professional schools.
.
.
Economically di advantaged individuals are usually socially disadvantaged as well becau e of their limited capital and credit opportunities.
Therefore, the guidelines direct that a determination ~t be ~ade :is to
ocial disadvantage based on factors other than econom1c considerations.
If . ocial disadvantage is found in accordance with the described element ,
an economic determination is made.
The test to determine economic disadvantage is even more subjective.
The comparison is to be made between the relative economic positions of
the socially disadvantaged individual and the nondisadvantaged. Arguably even the wealthy but socially disadvantaged individual could
establish tha without the social stigma there would have been even
greater wealth:
... Recipients are expected to make a basic j udgment about whether the
applicant firm and its socially disadvantaged owner(s) are in a more

difficult economic situation than most firms (including established firms)
and owners who are not socially disadvantaged.m
The Captive DBE/WBE and the Mentor-Protege Program

One of the most troublesome areas of enforcement for state highway
agencies is the "captive" DBE or WBE. Often a prime contractor will
aid, assist, or encourage a female or minority member of the contracting
firm to establish another contracting business in order to take on subcontracting work for the prime contractor. Usually the individual has
gained competence and experience in the prime contractor's business and
is assured of future continuing business from the mentor. Characteristically these new firms become closely identified with the prime contractor. Equipment, workers, and even working capital may be supplied
by the prime contractor's and the prime contractor will often own a
financial interest in the fledgling firm.
Such arrangements are on their face value suspect. Yet they can be
legitimate and beneficial business arrangements where the minority or
female protege is in full control of the operations of the new firm. State
highway agencies often find it difficult to establish the facts necessary
to support a conclusion that a particular MBE or WBE is operating as
a front. At the same time competitors and members of the minority
community may be unwilling to accept these arrangements as legitimate
because of the preexisting close association. The state agency on the other
hand is reluctant to deny a certification based on inference, suspicion,
or circumstantial evidence.
FHW.A. has recognized that these arrangements can be beneiicial to
the prog1·am to bring new minorities and women into the mafustream of
construction contracting. This assumes that they are not used as fronts
but are permitted to grow in independence as they gain business experience to supplement their technical competence. With this in mind
FHW.A recently finalized guidelines for the mentor-portege development
program. It permits established firms to assist fledgling firms in providing specialized assistance to satisfy a mutually beneficial special
need. 114
The mentor and the protege must enter into a written development
plan to be approved by the state highway agency. The mentor and the
DBE or WBE must remain separate and independent; the mentor can
provide various types of assistance including technical and managerial
expertise, rental of equipment, a small portion of its personnel needs,
and initial bonding and financial assistance including limited ownership
interests. The protege firm, however, must remain responsible for management of the new firm, and the two firms must remain separate and
independent business entities.
The development plan must be of limited duration and contain developmental benchmarks that the portege should achieve at successive stages
of the plan. This is to permit proper monitoring of the development of
the MBE or WBE firm to be certain that progress is being achieved
toward a goal of complete independence. The agreement is to be terminable by mutual consent or by the state if progress is not made or if it
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appears that the protege is not likely to achieve the objectives of the
agreement.
An obviou: side benefit to a s~ te in implementing this concept is that
civil rights officials will have an opportunity to offer tha mentor -pr otege
plan to one who cannot satisfy d ie requirement.'I for an unqualified certifica tion.
Certification Denials, Challenges, and Appeals

No agreement exists as to the depth to which an applicant is to be
scrutinized for certification. M()st tates probably do not go much beyond
or behind the informat ion required in the Schedule A. ,,r B application.
Some argue that the states charged -with the responsibility for the certifications ar e naturally biased toward appr.oval of application since a
greater numl:>er of certifications will ea e the task in reac.h ing it recipient
goal. Therefore they contend that it is necessary to inve tigate both form
and subsistance of each applic:mt in depth.
Most states probably rely on challenges, complaints and spot checks.
The regulatfons are not specific and the only :reference is found in the
preamble commentary to the :regulations dated March 31, 1980. This
leaves the issue for each state to decide for itself:
... "While the regulation does J1ot specify the depth of investigation, the
recipient is obliged to ensure that the MBEs in its progra::n are eligible.
The recipient is best situated to determine how mueh scrutiny is necessary,
but this determination is ultimately subject to DOT review.115

Section 23.53 sets forth the eligibility standards that were previously
discussed.116 It provides that the denial of certification shall be final for
all contracts being awarded unless eligibility is temporarily reinstated
by the Secretary of USDOT pe:oding investigation oi an appeal. .A reapplication after attempting to correct deficiencies in ownership or control
will apply only as to future contracts.
Any firm that believes that it was wrongfully denied certification must
file its appeal with USDOT within 180 days after denial of certification
unless the time period is extended by USDO'I'. USDOT is required to
,eonduct a prompt investigation and either grant or deny certification
with a written decision and reasons.
There is no requirement that the recipient conduct formal hearings to
decide certification issues. Some have e tablished review panels for questionable applications, but their proceedings are usually ad hoc informal
:fact gathering bodies. Legal coneepts of minimum procedural due process
as well as a desire to be certain that all the facts are being properly
foterpreted strongly suggest th:at the applicant be notified in writing of
any perceived deficiencies in advance of any deniaL Many recipients at
this stage invite either written and/ or oral responses.
In MB.E. v. Minority Business Opportunity Commission117 an appeal was taken by a decertified firm to the court which found that the
Commission's action was supported by evidence of a wilful violation of
the District of Columbia's Minority Contracting Act. However, the matter was remanded to the Commilssion because informational reports had

been received from two other agencies including Maryland DOT asserting
that the firm was a "minority front" and this information was not made
available in advance of the Commission's hearing. The evidence established that the firm was owned by four directors of which two were
minorities while the application listed three directors of which two were
minorities. Although this was a wilful violation the court ruled that it
had to remand the matter because it has discretion to impose a sanction
less drastic than revocation of its certification.
When the DBE regulations were finalized on July 21, 1983,118 Section
23.69 was added to the existing MBE/WBE certification procedure
requiring that each state establish a challenge procedure to permit third
parties to dispute the socially or economically disadvantaged status of
any certified firm other than an 8(a) certification which must be challenged with the SBA. Upon receipt of a challenge the state agency shall
determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe that the DBE] is
not disadvantaged. If none is found, that terminates the proceeding. If
there is reasonable cause the state shall notify the DBE of the challenge
and require information from the DBE sufficient to evaluate its disadvantaged status.
.
From its evaluation of the challenge and the response the state 1s to
prepare and send to each side a copy of its proposed determination
including reasons. An opportunity for an informal hearing is to be
offered following which the state shall make its final determination.
Appendix C to the regulations sets forth guid~lines r~garding evidenc~,
presumptions, and standards to be followed m making these deterrrunations.119 After decision by the state either the DBE or the cballen,,.er
can file an appeal to USDOT.
Decertification procedures were not included in the regulations per
se but an extensive discussion regarding decertification and an advisory
p;ocedure is discussed in Appendix A as part of the section-by-section
analysis:
The Department wants to take this opportunity to reemphasize the
importance of scrutiny of all firms seeking to participate in DOT-assisted
programs. We believe strongly that recipients should take prompt action
to ensure that only firms meeting the eligibility criteria of 49 CFR Part
23 participate as MBEs, WBEs, or disadvantaged businesses in DOTassisted programs. This means not only that recipients should carefully
check the eligibility of firms applying for certification for the first time,
but also that they should review the eligibility of firms with existing
certifications in order to ensure that they are still eligible ... .
49 CFR Part 23 does not, as presently drafted, prescribe any particular
procedures for actions by recipients to remove the eligibility of firms that
they have previously treated as eligible. When a recipient comes to believe
that a firm with a current certification is not eligible, the Department
recommends that the recipients take certain steps before removing the
firm's eligilibity. The recipient should inform the firm in writing of its
concerns about the firm's eligibility, give the firm an opportunity to
respond to these concerns in person and in writing, and provide the firm
a written explanation of the reasons for the recipient's final decision.
This process may be brief and informal. ... Proeedures of this kind a!"tl
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not a regulatory requirement, bu the Dep8.l'tment believes that, as a
matter of policy that they are advisable for reeipients to use.120
Contract Awards: Goals and Good Faith

Contract award is to be made to the lowest responsible bidder meeting
the specified DBE and Wl3E goals or demonstrating g~od fait~ effor!s
in its attempt to meet the goals. To bidders what was a simp~e anthmetic
calculation to determine the winning bid has been shrouded m a mystery
of subjective analysis leaving suspicions of favoritism and fea~ of corruption. Such suspicions and fears are of course the very things that
competitive bidding sought to avoid.
.
.
It is not just the good faith efforts that give nse to s_u~h c?neerns.
Occasionally, a bidder will submit DBE or Wl3E part1c1pation that
appears to meet the goal but for one reason or another falls short. We
will examine some of those situations.
The most obvious error may be a simple miscalculation in adding up
minority or female participation or in ~e~tin~ the percentage of
participation. Minority and female part1c1pation 1S calculated at the
actual subcontract price, not at the bid price.121 In some states like
California only DBEs and Wl3Es certified at the time of bid opening
will be counted. A subcontract with a firm owned and controlled by both
minority males and nonminority female is counted t?war~ bo~h goals
in proportion to the relative percentage of o~ership. Minonty and
female suppliers are limited to 20 percent ere~1t o~ the value of .the
materials. Participation by a certifie~ female minority can be eredit~d
toward either goal but not both. 122 This probably means that the participation cannot be plit or duplicated. Credit can be only tow~~ on~ goal
or the other.123 Probably it could be split between separate distinct items
of work on the same contract. A misunderstanding or error by a bidder
regarding any one of these rules could unexpectedly place the bidder's
DBE or Wl3E percentage participation in jeopardy.
Prime c-0ntraetors bidding jointly with minority contractors (but apparently not female contractors) can be credited with that portion of
the joint venture that represents the ownership and control of the minority . 124 Thus, ,vi.th a goal of 15 percent a joint venture which includes
a minority ownership equal or in excess of that amount will achieve the
goal. Recognize, howe-ver that the minority joint venturer must actually
perform, manage, and supervise a distinct and definable portion of the
work, as would be the ease with a minority subcontractor.
A contractor may count toward the goal its entire expenditure to a
certified minority manufaetu:rer.1M However, if it is a supplier rather
than a manufacturer, only 20 percent of the expenditures will be
counted.126 Even for the 20 percent credit it must be established that the
minority perlorms a commercially useful function in the supply process
and is not a mere conduit to gain participation credit.127 Some tates like
California view minority and female brokers of owner-operated trucks
as suppliers unless minority truckers are employed or it can be classified
as a true subcontract. This requires that the trucking subcontractor

have its own truck fleet with only incidental use of nonminority owneroperator .
A most troublesome concern can involve the application of Section
23.47(d) of the Regulations. This requires that each minority or female
subcontractor perform a "comm.e rcially useful function ... consistent
with normal industry practices." What this means is that a bidder cannot
use a DBE or WBE who will, in turn, subcontract out all or a larger
portion of the work than would normally be expected:
... If an MBE contractor subcontracts a significantly greater portion of
the work of the contract than would be expected on the basis of normal
industry practices, the MBE shall be presumed not to be performing a
conunercially useful function. The MBE may present evidence to rebut
this presumption to the recipient. The recipient's decision on the rebuttal
of this presumption is subject to review by the [USDOTJ .

By way of example a civil rights officer in examining a bid proposal
might well exclude post-tensioning work subcontracted to a minority
falsework or concrete finishing subcontractor on the basis tha posttensioning is specialty work normally performed by specialists in that
field and that in a normal situation the prime contractor would deal
directly with such a specialist. On the other hand, where the entire bridge
structure is subcontracted out to a minority it may well be consistent
with industry practice for the bridge subcontractor to deal with all
specialties employed in connection with that structure.
From this brief recital of the potential pitfalls to attaining the specified
goal it should be apparent that having the numbers" alone may not
prove sufficient to secure the contract. This, of course has equal application to the second and other bidders should the low bid be unacceptable. If for any reason the low bidder fails to achieve either the
DBE or WBE goal, the good faith efforts expended prior to bid opening
will be examined. This means that it is important insurance for the low
bidder (and other bidders if requested) to supply information regarding
its efforts along with evidence of minority and female participation even
where the bidder is confident that the goals have been secured.
In submitting its DBE information the bidder is required to include
a Schedule A affidavit which is an application for certification for any
firm not already certified, unless, of course, the specifications restrict
participation to DBE/WBEs certified at the time of bid opening. Schedule B is to be submitted for joint venture applications. Should an applicant not be certified in time for award, the contractor is to be permitted
to propose a substitute DBE or Wl3E but in the process it may not
increase its participation beyond that originally indicated.
Failing, for whatever reason, to achieve the goal the low bidder will
receive the contract only if good faith efforts are demonstrated to the
satisfaction of the awarding authority. One point of possible confusion
needs to be clarified. Nothing prevents the low bidder from securing
minority or female participation after bid opening and prior to submittal
of its affirmative action information. However, in determining good faith
efforts it is only those efforts made in advance of bid submittal that are
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to be considered. All too often bidders wait until they learn that their
proposals are the lowest before expending the efforts that should have
been made in advance of bidding.
The Metz opinion of the Comptroller Gene~al of the United ~tates,
previously noted, contains an excellent disCUE,sion of this distinction
between efforts before and after bid opening .128 rrhe Indiana Department
of Highway (IDOH) had advertised_a project with a _15 per?8nt_MBE
iroal. Each bidder was :r.equired to ~t the MBE with which 1~ had
tentatively agreed to subcontract portions of the work. The low b1d~er
with 9.9 percent participation was unable to meet the goal at the time
of bid submittal. In accordance with the specifications, evaluation of
good faith efforts was to be made by the MB E Review Committee as
follows:
... The 'MBE Review Committee' will review and evaluate all pertinent
information relative to the solidtation of MBEs (WBEs) including, but
not limited to, copies of correspondence, verbal and written, with responses
and copies of all submitted bids on the items which MB Es (WBEs) did
bid. Documentation shall be received from prime bidder within five (5)
days. Inexcusable delay in submission may be cause to consider bidder
nonresponsive.

The low bidder submitted to the Committee information as to the extent
of its good faith efforts made before bid opening. In addition, it provided
the names of additional potential MBE subcontractors sufficient to satisfy the 15 percent goal. The Committee reconunended award to the low
bidder.
The second low bidder, who had met the goal with its bid challenged
the award in court and this advisory opinion was requested from the
Comptroller General. The opinion recognizes that the low bidder's MBE
participation percentage cannot be incre3:sed and that its good ~aith
efforts are to occur in advance of bid opemng. However, the Conumttee
did not specify whether its recommendation was based solely on subsequent satisfaetion of the goal or whether it was also based on good faith
efforts in advance of bid opening. Both the hearing officer appointed
by the Director of IDOH and the Comptroller concluded that sufficient
evidence was presented to the Committee to support a conclusion that
the low bidder had expended sufficient good faith efforts in advance of
bid opening to receive the award.. The opinion re,cites that while the MBE
information eannot be augmented, there is nothing improper in allowing
"elaboration" on the manner it proposed to pe:rform.
From these examples it should not be surprising that bidders, subeontractors, and state officials are perplexed in dealing with these complex and subjective challenges where once all wa.s judged by comparative
prices.
.
. .
.
Assuming a low bidder has failed to make the goal with its bid, what
will it take to satisfy the good faith efforts standard~ In M. C. West,
Jnc. v. Lewis, 129 previously discussed; we noted that the trial court struggled with the good faith efforts concept required by the regulations but
finally accepted as sufficient the guidance set forth in Append.ix A to

the regulations. 130 This appendix offers a list of nine "kinds of efforts
that recipients may consider' which can be paraphrased as follows: (1)
attendance at any pre-bid MBE meetings· (2) advertisements placed by
the contractor in pertinent publications; (3) written notice to specific
minorities; (4) follow-up to ascertain minority interest in bidding· (5)
selection of portions of the work to increase the likelihood of ininority
interest· (6) supplying adequate information to minorities regarding the
project and specifications; (7) good faith negotiations on price with
minorities without rejection as unqualified unless investigated· (8) asistance in obtaining bonds credit, or insurance; and (9) effective use
of available minority assistance organizations.
Any analysis of good faith efforts must be as against this standard
although other factors, positive or negative can legitimately be considered whe.n included in the bidding pecifications. For example, a bidder
is not obligated to accept a minority whose price is ' unreasonable.' 131
This means that i is not ufficient that all the lowest subcontract price
were accepted and none were minorities. It must be demon trate<i by the
bidder that good faith negotiations were conducted with minorities and
that their prices were unreasonable. Probably it is not sufficient, in and
of itself that their prices were higher than nonminority subcontractors
or higher than the cost for the bidder to perform with its own forces.
Is a bidder obligated to subcontract out work that it normally performs
with its own workers? Good faith item 5, above, require a selection and
set aside of portions of the work where there is a likelihood for minority
paxticipation. If the goals were properly established, the project sho Id
contain adequate subcontracting opportunities and the particular style
of a bidder not to subcontract or insist upon its usual nonminority
ubcontractors will not suffice.
California has inserted the following provision in its specifications to
alert bidders to their obligation to make sufficient port.ions of the work
available to subcontractors:
It is the bidder's responsibility to make a sufficient portion of the work
available to subcontractors and suppliers and to select those portions of
the work or material needs consistent with the available DB and WBE
subcontractors and suppliers, so as to assure meeting the goals for DB
and 'WBE participation ....132

Objective standards for judging good faith effort are wanting. ~~he
chore imposed on state highway agencies is to analyze all the relevant
facts and apply its best judgment. The natural course of action for an
agency is to attempt to save a low bid where possible. The exercise of
its discretion will probably be upheld unless a clear abuse of discretion
can be proved. These agencies should not rely on the latitude of its
discretionary authority solely to save the low bid. As other bidders and
minority contracting entities become more sophisticated in dealing in
this new competitive atmosphere more legal challenges and disruptions
to the process could be the result. The best course of action is to have
all the standard set forth in the bid specifications and then apply them
as uniformly as possible.
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Contract Compliance: Substitutions and Sanctions

The contract is awarded based on the contractor's representation of
specific DBE and WBE subcontractor participation. Contract compliance involves monitoring each projec to be certain that the contractor
continues with its good faith efforts to achieve the contract goals. Central
to this monitoring responsibility of each highway agency is a requirement
that no minority or female subcontractor or supplier be substituted
without prior tate approval. The regulations, however, are rather brief
on this particular issue:
Recipients shall require their prime contractors to malte good faith
efforts to replace any MBE subcontractor that is unable to perform
successfully with another MBE. The recipient shall approve all substitutions of subcontractors before bid opening and during contract performance, in order to ensure tha the substitute firms are eligible MBEs.133

The section-by-section analysis published with the March 31 1980 134
issuance of the original MBE regulations is muchmo1·e elaborate on the
substitution requirements, but it was not reprinted in the Code of Federal
Regulations a was the ubsequent regulation analysis. First of all, this
analysis emphasized that the contractor is to notify the state highway
agency immediately of the inability of a minority to pexform its work
and he intention to substitute another. Secondly, it strongly implies
that default or inability to perform by the ubcontractor is the only
basis for sub titution. Thirdly it indicates that the state's approval of
a substitute is approval of the minority's eligibility for certification and
not to other attributes such as ability to perform. Lastly, the analysis
volunteers that if extra costs or ti.me are incurred by the contractor in
securing a replacement minority, additional costs or time for completion
can be allowable project costs for reimbursement by USDOT at the
appropriate funding ratio.
This last statement of the commentary to the regulations has and will
continue to generate controversy. It 1·eads as follows:
. . . Nothing in this rule is intended to preeh1de a recipient from modifying
or .renegotiating a contract in order to compensate the contractor or al1ow
additional time for the completion of the contract. Reasonable extra e.-..penses incurred by the recipient in su_ch a situation are intended to be
allowable project e:-..--penses reimbursable by DOT in the appropriate funding ratio.

This seems to ignore a basic contracting principle. The prime contractor has been and should remain primarily responsible for the selection
of its subcontractors and suppliers including responsibility for their
ability to perform timely in a workman-like manne1· . .Affirmative action
was not designed or intended to change that basic concept. Competitively
speaking, contractor are to remain free to choose with whom they wish
to subcontract. Their only obligation should be to thoroughly investigate
the availability of minorities and women firms; to encourage their participation in bidding· and be satisfied as to their ability to perform
quality work as subcontractors.

~he uncertain language of the commentary regarding extra compensation actually does not authorize, direct, or mandate such payments. It
merely_does not preclude them. Absent a mandate to pay such costs each
tate highway agency must examine its own laws to determine whether
such costs are an obligation of the state under its contract or are otherwise
compensable. If they are not compen able under the contract or state
law, they cannot be made compensable by federal regulation unless mandated. A mandated 1·eimbursement becomes payable as a condition for
qualifying for federal funds.
The comments do correctly restate the view that certification and
accep~nce. con~ern. only DBE or WBE eligibility. The contractor in
propo_s ~g 1~s.mmor1ty subcontractors in effect certifies to their ability
and ~vru.lability to perform. The prime contractor can require bonding
and m theory would have a cause of action against the subcontractor or
ii:5 sure_ty for f3:illll:"e or refusal to· perform without justification. To
view thls otherwise is to encourage the more reprehensible competitors
to s~c1:11'e marginal minority su:i,<iontracto1'S solely for the purpo e of
obtallllllg the contract award wi h the expectation of substitution and
extra compen ation.
Another troublesome question as to substitution concerns the situation
w~ere no minority substitute at a reasonable price or perhaps at any
pr1~e ca~ be located. The contractor's principal obligation he:re is to secure
a mmor1ty replacement at a reasonable price. To require otherwise would
not onl. ign?re the goals ' concept and convert it into a "quota, but
could grve nse to legal defenses such a impossibility of performa.nce
and commercial frustration.
An unanswered question is whether the contractor can offer or the
state insist on a substitution of a minority as to a different item of work.
In other words, can the contractor be required to substitute minority
dollars of work rather than the same items of worH Again reasonable
bounds m~~t-~ respected, but certainly either side could offer or suggest
such poss1b1hties as a part of the continuing good faith efforts to achieve
the goal during performance .
. Minority participat~on is to remain a goal and not a :requirement. The
rmportanee of ~ntrolling substitutions is that it is the key to monitoring
contract compliance regarding continuing good faith efforts o achieve
he contract goal. If the contractor has identified with its bid the DBEs
and WBEs and the work they are to perform monitoring that performance should ensure compliance.
From its in~eption FHWA has insisted that at least 50 percent of the
contract work is to be performed directly with the contractor's own forces
(with F ~A permission this may now be reduced to 30 percent). Highway agenc1e have ~erefore always been obligated to approve subcontractors and to morutor the 50 percent subcontracting limitation. Only
approved subco1;1tra~tors are to be permitted on the project site. There
would be no obhgat10n to pa_y for unauthorized work performed by an
un~pproved ~ubcontr~ctor ~thout the knowledge or acquiescence of the
resident en~eer. This applies equally to minority subeontraetors. Of
course the prime contractor and other approved subcontractors do have
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authority to be on the worksite, and the same rationale may not apply
to the same extent as where an unapproved subcontractor is brought in
to perform work assigned to a minority subcontractor. To clarify this
:issue California added the following language to its specifications:
5-1.
PERFORMANCE OF DB .<\.ND WBE SUBCONTRACTORS A~D SUPPLIERS.-The DBs and WBEs listed by the
Contractor in response to the requirements in the section of these special
provisions entitled 'Submission of DB and WBJ~ Information, .Award,
And Exee.ution of Contract', which are determir..ed by the Department to
be certified DBs and WBEs, shall perform the work and supply the
materials for which they are listed unless the Contractor has received
prior written authorization to perform the work with other forces or to
obtain the materials from other sources.
The Contractor shall not be entitled to any payment for such work or
material unless it is performed or supplied by the listed DB or WBE or
by other forces (including those of the Contractor) pursuant to prior
written authorization of the Engineer.1 35

Some organizations and states have advocated the use of liquidated
damage provisions as an enforcement device to ensure goal achievement.
This has the appearance of a convenient and effective means to ensure
results. 136 But several deficiencies should be noted. Liquidated damages
have worked well for owners and contractors in controlling timely completions of the work. They hav,~ not worked well in other areas, such as
in real estate, to compel performance. All too often they axe challenged
rnccessfully as unenforceable penalties except wheTe actual out-of-p ocket
damages are apparent. As appliecl. to A.AP the -result would be to jeopardize the gcoal concept and at t.he same time lose the ability to collect
the penalty because the goal could be viewed as a quota aud the liquidated
damage clause a an unenforceable penalty . .A.dditionally a stipulated
damage provision in the contract for failure t o achie,e the goal could
be used by a contractor as au invitation to incur the penalty and include
its cost in the bid price rather than employ the good faith efforts that
were promised.
As a side note, minorities themselves have been held in violation of
the Sherman Antitrust Act in forming combinations to achieve a monopoly position in minority contract ing. In Compact ~·- M~tro. Go~ernment of Nashville & Davids()n County'T, all the nnnonty architects
formed a joint ventuxe fum to eliminate comp tition between themselve
and increase their bargaining strength in an effort to achieve greater
involvement in public contracts. White .£.inns dominated he market, but
on public co tracts they were 1:equired to satisfy certain minority goals.
The court found that as a matter of law the MEE set-aside share of
public contracts represents a discrete submarket for architec :tl~l services
in which only minority firms may compete and that the conspiracy was
per se illegal.
The Federal compliance pro·visions are provided for the USDOT regulations. Section 23.68 contains provisions for sanctions against state
recipients r egarding Subpart D implementing Section 105(f) o~ the
STAA for th.e DBE program. S ubpart E covers all other compliance

and enforcement provisions in this particular USDOT regulation. Again
these concern devices and procedures to coerce recipient highway agencies
into compliance with the program. It contains only a single reference to
sanctions against contracting firms. This is found in Section 23.87 and
incorporates the enforcement provisions of other regulations for debarment and Department of Justice prosecution for willfully providing
incorrect information or in making a false statement.
By regulations published April 18, 1984, USDOT adopted for the first
time a department-wide procedure to suspend or debar contractors for
misconduct involving USDOT financial assistance contracts without the
necessity for a prior conviction or indictment for a criminal offensE,.138
Among the kinds of misconduct to which this applies are fraud, dec,eit,
or other actions indicating serious lack of business integrity or honesty
with respect to the eligibility of firms to participate in the DBE, WBE,
or MBE programs. Commentary to a recent amendment specifies the
types of activities included:
... F'or example, a firm may be suspended or debarred if it acts as or
knowingly makes use of a 'front' company (i.e., a firm which is not really
owned and controlled by minority, disadvantaged individuals or women,
but poses as such in order to participate as a minority, disadvantaged,
or women's business enterprise in a DOT-assisted program). Even in the
absence of a specific false statement that would subject a party to criminal
liability under 18 U.S.C. 1001 (the Federal 'false statements' statute), a
firm which acts as or uses a 'front' may justifiably be viewed as acting
so as to indicate a serious lack of business integrity or honestry.139

To clarify that the debarment and suspension provisions of the DOT
regulations apply to the MBE/DBE/WBE programs, this same technical amendment referred to above amended Section 23.87 to read as
follows:
Section 23.87 Suspension and Debarment; Referral to the Department of
Justice.
(a) If, at any time, any person has reason to believe that any person
or firm has willfully and knowingly provided incorrect information or
made false statements, or otherwise acted in a manner subjecting that
person or firm to suspension or debarment action under 49 CFR Part
29, he or she may contact the appropriate DOT element coneerning the
existence of a cause for suspension or debarment, as provided in 49 CFR
29.17.
(b) Upon the receipt of information indicating a violation of 18 U.S.C.
1001, or any other Federal criminal statute, the Department may refer
the matter to the Department of Justice for appropriate legal action.140

In addition, FHWA also has authority within its own regulations,
apart from USDOT regulations, to take administrative action agai:rrst
federal and state personnel and against contractors and their personnel
for fraud., bribery, collusion, and conspiracy without the necessity :Eor
a prior conviction or judgment.141 The evidence must be clear and convincing and it will result in immediate temporary suspension or debarment pending an investigation. After investigation and hearing if the
contractor is found to be at fault, debarment can be imposed for a period
of 3 months to 3 years. Where an irregularity is established by admission,
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conviction, or judgment of a court for fraud, bribery, collusion, conspiracy, or other criminal offense committed in connection with any
federal-aid highway project against a contractor or its personnel, they
shall be debarred for at least 6 months up to 3 years.
Such violations may also result in potential criminal action and/ or
debarment by the state involved. However, if the violation pertains to
the federal MBE/DBE/WBE program, it is more likely to involve only
a federal debarment unless the state has by statute also adopted or
duplicated the federal program. To the extent that DBE violations also
transgress state criminal statutes, independent or concurrent remedies
could exist.142
This was recently demonstrated in two actions filed in federal court
by the Secretary of Labor who was charged in state court for MBE
violations arising from a New York transit project constructed prior to
his federal appointment. Two prior investigations by a special federal
prosecutor concluded that there was no basis for federal prosecution. In

Schiavone Construction Co. v. New York City Transit Authorl:ty/4Z
the federal district court concluded that prior federal investigations of
a particular transaction do not preclude the state from investigating
alleged criminal conduct arising out of the same transaction. In seeking
to enjoin the state investigation and issuance of any indictments the
plaintiffs relied on the need for interpretation and application of the
USDOT regulations that should in the first instance rest with USDOT.
In addition plaintiffs cited 49 C.F.R. Section 23.87 requiring the state
and others to report MBE violations to USDOT.
The specific facts were that Schiavone Construction in joint venture
with another firm competitively obtained a $186 million transit construction contract funded 80 percent with UMTA funds. As required by
USDOT regulations this contract provided that 10 percent of the contract
price be paid to MBE subcontractors. Secretary Donovan for a number
of years prior to his appointment had been a principal owner and executive vice president of Schiavone. The specific allegations are that
Donovan and 11 co-defendants defrauded the Transit Authority by
falsely representing that one of its subcontractors was genuine and independent when it was actually a sham created by Schiavone Construction Co.
The federal court refused to enjoin the state investigation and following issuance of the indictments, the Secretary of Labor sought to remove
the criminal action to federal court which was also denied.144
CONCLUSION

By relative standard the DBE program is still in its adolescence.
Further changes should be expected, but what direction these changes
will take is anyone's guess. In theory at least, the USDOT DBE program
will terminate with the expiration of funding under the STAA of 1982.
Realistically, however, one can anticipate that the DBE provisions will
be extended in the next STAA appropriation. Currently there is even
speculation that the WBE program will be given congressional recognition with mandated goals in the next STAA appropriation.

Constitutional justification for AA.P s is based on the temporary or
nonpermanent imposition of race-conscious standards to alleviate thepresent effects of pa t racial discrimination in the highway construction
industry. Ow· hope should be that these effects will be eliminated within
a reasonable period of time and tha.t achievements will be recognized as
they occur. Otherwise the. DBE and WBE programs will r emain as a
permanent part of public contracting.
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-31APPLICATIONS
The foregoing research should prove helpful to highway and transportation
administrators, their legal counsel, contractors, federal administrators,
civil rights officials, and others involved in implementing affirmative action
plans and the disadvantaged, minority, and female business enterprise
programs. Officials are urged to review their practices and procedures to
determine how this research can effectively be incorporated in a meaningful
way. Attorneys should find this paper especially useful in their work as an
easy and concise reference document in Federal requirements for public
contracts.
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